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Abstract
In this thesis we look at one of the aging mechanisms that may have affected current
aged Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs). Irradiation as an age-related degradation mechanism
is studied for Reinforced Concrete (RC) in NPPs. This problem can be important for aged
reactor buildings, radwaste buildings, spent nuclear fuel, research reactors, or accelerators
that experience high levels of radiation close to existing thresholds. Mechanical properties
of concrete are the most important parameters affected by radiation in NPPs. Compressive
strength of concrete is reduced between 80 and 35 % for radiation fluences between 2×1019
and 2×1021n/cm2. Tensile strength reduction is more significant than compressive strength.
It is reduced between 20 and 80 % for a radiation fluence equal to 5×1019. We chose three
radiation levels 2 × 1019, 2 × 1020, 2 × 1020 based on experimental results as the critical
levels of radiation that RC structures in NPPs may be exposed to.
Structures susceptible to the problem are mostly RC walls; so the RC panel is chosen
as an appropriate representative scale element for the analysis. The effect of radiation on
mechanical properties of concrete is considered to analyze degraded scale elements. Mate-
rial properties, geometry, and loading scenarios of scale elements are selected to be close to
actual quantities in existing nuclear power plant. Elements are analyzed under six types
of loading combination of shear and axial loading conditions. A nonlinear finite element
program, Membrane-2000, based on the Modified Compression Field Theory (MCFT) is
used to solve scale elements numerically. Element behaviors are studied considering the
factors influence ultimate strength capacity, failure mode, and structural ductility index
of members. The results show that ultimate shear capacity of the elements subjected to
combinations of shear and tension loading are reduced significantly for highly reinforced
elements (1.35 < ρ < 1.88) in 2× 1021n/cm2 radiation. RC panels under shear-biaxial and
uniaxial compression also show significant strength capacity reduction in radiation levels
2×1020n/cm2 and 2×1021n/cm2, respectively. Failure modes of the elements change from
yielding of steel to shear failure by increasing level of degradation for the elements with re-
inforcement ratio between 0.9 and 1.88. Ductility of the RC panels is reduced significantly
in the critical levels of radiation. Ductility of the elements became less than the allowable
ductility value by increasing level of radiation.
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The starting point of this research was reviewing aging degradation in Nuclear Power
Plants (NPPs). Aging phenomena is under consideration for all structures in all of the
world. However it is under specific attention for NPPs during the last two decades since all
plants built in 1950s, 1960s and 1970s are in their second operating life time. Nuclear energy
becomes one of the most important sources of energy during last half century. However,
there are lots of awareness by failure in NPPs during their history and the most significant
one was Chernobyl accident in 1986. The number of occurrences of accident for NPPs
shows that there are always uncertainties during construction and operation life time of a
NPP. Degradation mechanisms in composite material like Reinforced Concrete (RC) is one
the most important of these uncertainties. It provides an open research area corresponding
to analyze systems and components in NPPs beyond their design consideration. Elasto-
plastic analysis is one of the strong tools to have realistic prediction of these structures
behavior.
Designers may be reluctant to analyze NPPs building beyond elastic range. They
believe that design specifications provided by codes limit RC structures to elastic range for
design load combinations. So, plastic and permanent displacement in most cases are not
occurred. However, there are applications of failure mechanism analysis in NPPs where
structures should be analyzed beyond elastic range [44]. Some of these applications are:
1. The assessment of realistic safety margins,
2. The impact assessment of increased seismic input, and
3. The fragility analysis for RC buildings.
This thesis investigates one of the aging mechanisms that may be applicable for current
aged NPPs. This problem is applied on the aged reactor buildings, radwaste building,
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Spent Nuclear Fuel, research reactor, or accelerators that experience high levels of radiation
close to existing thresholds. As it will be mentioned in Section 2.5.3, difficulty of having
experiments from aged NPPs and also variables which are not controlled for experiments
done in this area provide no general agreement on the following questions:
1. What is the level of radiation that damage concrete?
2. What is the level of degradation caused by radiation?
3. Will RC structures experience critical levels of deterioration caused by radiation?
Reviewing experiments in the literature brought us questions looking further. Here are
questions tried to be answered in this study:
1. Is radiation a serious problem for concrete structures in NPPs?
2. What will be the level of radiation that damages concrete?
3. Will RC structures in NPPs experience this level of radiation?
4. What types of RC structures could experience irradiation?
5. What are geometry and material properties of such structures?
6. How these structures behave under different levels of irradiation?
7. What are the most affected mechanical properties of the RC elements?
Reviewing large numbers of references on the radiation deterioration for RC structures
in NPPs show that different nuclear design codes chose their threshold based on the more
reliable researches conducted by Hilsdorf in 1978 and Kaplan in 1989 [37, 27]. Critical
levels of radiation that may deteriorate concrete in NPPs were found from the experimental
results available in literature. RC structures that are susceptible to high levels of radiation
and possibility of being exposed to those critical radiation levels is reviewed in literature.
Biological shields, primary containment structures, and nuclear fuel storages were found
applicable to radiation damage.
NPPs like most concrete structures are threatened by deterioration. Degradation may
mostly occur as a result of construction fault, which can usually be fixed in the con-
structing process. However, there are varieties of deterioration mechanisms due to aging
affects. The most important concrete deterioration mechanisms in NPPs are sulphate at-
tack, alkali-aggregate reactions, frost attack, leaching, radiation, elevated temperature, salt
crystallization and fatigue attack.
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Irradiation is studied in details to have better understanding of the degradation mech-
anism. Radiation is a product of nuclear fission in a reactor core. The main purpose of the
reactions in the reactor core is producing heat. Heat energy will be transferred to electricity
in transformers for industry, or public use. Neutron, gamma, and beta are other products
of the reaction in the reactor core. Neutron is one of the most important particles that are
considered in shielding requirements. Neutron fluence dimension is n/cm2. It is the result
of multiplication of constant radiation flux (n/cm2/s) and time (second). Neutron fluences
are divided into three categories based on their kinetic energy:
1. Slow or thermal neutron (kinetic energy < 0.5eV)
2. Intermediate or epidermal neutron (0.5 < kinetic energy < 5000eV)
3. Fast neutron (kinetic energy > 500, 000eV)
Mechanical properties of concrete are the most important parameters affected by ra-
diation in NPPs. Compressive strength of concrete is reduced between 80 and 35 % for
radiation fluences between 2 × 1019 and 2 × 1021n/cm2 respectively. Tensile strength re-
duction is more significant than compressive strength. It is reduced between 20 and 80 %
for a radiation fluence equal to 5× 1019n/cm2.
Concrete strength reduction, which is a serious problem for RC structures, has been
studied by researchers for few centuries. There are different factors that affect concrete
strength and are considered in design process by entering strength reduction factor in
codes [18]. However, it is important to have a better understanding of strength reduc-
tion sources and their uncertainty during long period of time. It is possible that codes
are expected to be properly conservative but some unexpected factors influence building
resistance and reduce safety margins considerably. Hence, it is always necessary to study
behavior of deteriorated components. Even design methods used by codes seem to be con-
servative enough. This issue is more sensitive for structures such as NPPs, whose failure
may affect several generations of human and nature.
Strength reduction does not considerably affect flexure capacity of a RC member. How-
ever, it affects significantly shear capacity of the member. Hence, shear capacity of de-
graded scale elements is reviewed in this study. RC structures, which are exposed to high
levels of neutron particles, in NPPs are reviewed to select an appropriate scale element.
These structures are mostly RC walls, so a RC panel is the best scale element to analyze.
Selection of material and geometry properties of the scale elements is one of the most
important parts of the thesis since it makes all values close to existing NPPs values. Loading
scenarios that elements experience is another important issue that are selected based on
critical situations and values exist in NPPs. RC panels are analyzed under six types of
loading:
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1. Pure shear (P)
2. Shear-biaxial tension (BT)
3. Shear-biaxial tension compression (BTC)
4. Shear-biaxial compression (BC)
5. Shear-uniaxial tension (UT)
6. Shear-uniaxial compression (UC)
The Modified Compression Field Theory (MCFT) is chosen as one of the best theories to
predict shear capacity of complex RC structures [63]. The scale elements are analyzed by
Membrane-2000, a nonlinear Finite Element (FE) software based on the MCFT. Factors
influencing undegraded shear capacity of the elements is studied to have appropriate results
comparisons. Finally, ultimate strength capacity reduction, changing of failure mode, and




2.1 Concrete Structural Components in Nuclear Power
Plants
Structural systems in NPPs are divided into three categories: concrete shear wall struc-
tures, steel framed structures, and concrete slabs. The most commonly used structures
in NPPs are shear walls in containment and internal structures. ACI-349, and ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel committee define requirements for all concrete structure design
for NPPs. Concrete containment design is based on ASME section III division 2. RC
safety-related structures and other structures, which are not included in ASME section
III division 2, are designed based on ACI-349.
Structures over nuclear reactors are built to protect the environment from radiation
exposure and thermal effect of radioactive process and also to protect reactor and auxiliary
systems from severe accidental loads. Figure 2.1 shows Advanced Boiler Water Reactor
building as an example plan for NPPs.
Containment can be steel, reinforced, or prestressed concrete. The chart shown in
Figure 2.2 gives general division of containment types.
Concrete is widely used in NPPs structures in PWRs and BWRs. However, use of
concrete is not restricted to these two kinds of reactor. It has also been used for research
reactors, particle accelerators, and high level radioactive research laboratories for weapon,
medical, academic, and commercial purposes [37]. Structural design of concrete elements is
mostly based on statistical and dynamical loads in severe accidents or natural phenomena
such as tornado, earthquake, and tsunami.
Importance of containment becomes more clear when one considers probable accidents
in NPPs.Three Mile Island accident, occurred on March 28, 1979, is one of the most im-
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Figure 2.1: ABWR plan [21]
portant nuclear accidents in the United State during last century. The accident showed
the importance of containment corresponding to hydrogen bubbles and high neutron ex-
posure [2].
Structural and shielding performances are considered in the design of reinforced or
prestressed concrete components in NPPs. Based on the level of radiation that each element
is exposed to, an appropriate concrete mix design is chosen for the structures. For instance,
the layout of a PWR dry containment is shown in Figure 2.3. It can be seen from the figure
that primary and secondary shielding walls are the closest structures to the reactor (the
radiation source) in the NPP. Consequently, they are exposed to a higher level of radiation
compare to the primary and secondary containments.
Safety-related concrete structures in NPPs consist of containment and internal struc-
tures. Typically safety-related concrete structures at BWRs and PWRs are tabulated in
Tables 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.
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Figure 2.3: Wall and dome reinforcing elements for hemispherical dome containment [52]
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Table 2.1: Typical safety-related concrete structures at BWR plants[49]
Structures Components
Primary Containment
Basement Foundation, Drywell Pedestal,
Vertical Walls (Mark I), Steel Liner , Sup-
pression Chamber (Mark I) , Chamber Steel
Liner (Mark I) , Vertical Walls (Mark II)
, Vertical walls (Truncated Cone-Mark II),




Basement Foundation , Reactor
Pedestal/Support Structure, Biological
(Reactor) Shield Wall, Floor Slabs, Walls,
Columns, Diaphragm Floor (Mark II), NSSS
Equipment Pedestal/Supports, Upper and
Fuel Pool Slabs (Mark III), Drywell Wall
(Mark III), Weir/Vent Wall (Mark III),
Crane Support Structure (Mark III)
Secondary Contain-
ment/Reactor Building
Basement Foundation , Walls, Slabs,
Columns, Equipment Supports/Pedestals,
Sacrificial Shield Wall (Metal Containment),
Spent/New Fuel Pool Walls/Slabs, Drywell
Foundation (Mark I)
Other Structures
Foundations, Walls, Slabs, Cable Duct, Pipe
Tunnels, Stacks, Concrete Intake Piping,
Cooling Tower Basins, Dams, Intake Crib
Structures, Embankments , Tanks , Water
Wells
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Table 2.2: Typical safety-related concrete structures at PWR plants[49]
Structures Components
Primary Containment
Basement Foundation, Tendon Access Gal-
leries, Vertical Walls (and Buttresses) , Ring
Girder (Prestressed Concrete Containment)
, Dome , Basement Foundation
Containment Internal
Structures
Bottom Floor (metal Containment) , Floor
Slabs, Wall, Columns, NSSS Equipment
Pedestal/Supports, Primary Shield Wall
(Reactor Cavity), Reactor Coolant Vault
Walls, Beams, Crane Support Structures, Ice
Condenser Divider Wall and Slab, Refueling





Foundations , Walls, Slabs, Cable Duct
, Pipe Tunnels, Stacks , Concrete Intake
Piping , Hyperbolic Cooling Tower , Dams
, Intake Crib Structures, Embankments ,
Tanks , Water Wells
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2.1.1 Containment Structures
Containment protects the surrounding environment of a reactor from radioactive release.
Earlier containment structures were dependent on the type of Nuclear Steam Supply Sys-
tem (NSSS) [52]. Nowadays, containment structures do not that much depend on type
of reactors because of developing of new efficient materials. Old NPPs are mostly under
consideration because of aging phenomena. So, focus of this part is on typical containment
structures that are at the end of their operation life or at the beginning of their renewal
license. Concrete containment is attached to a liner that provides leak tightness. Ex-
posed surface of carbon steel liner is protected from degradation mechanism like abrasion
by a thin layer of concrete. There are two types of containment; primary or secondary
containment, which are different for BWR and PWR NPPs.
Primary containment for both BWR and PWR are attached to a liner that provides
leak tightness. Exposed surface of carbon steel liner is protected from abrasion by a thin
layer of concrete. The difference between the primary of BWR and PWR is in their geom-
etry and design. PWR containment consists a vertical cylindrical wall and an ellipsoidal,
hemispherical, or torispherical dome.
Secondary containment is either steel containment or concrete containment. In the cases
of concrete, secondary containment is called enclosure buildings. It provides a relatively
air-tight space around the primary containment for having a slight negative pressure when
radioactive substances release. Enclosure buildings usually are a thin free-standing RC
shell with a dome.
Steel containment pressure vessel is relatively thin and needs to be protected from
external missiles or environmental extreme loads. It also provides a radiation shield for
environment. Secondary containment makes an air space around the containment vessels
and this air space can be maintained at a slight vacuum and the resulting in-leakage is
filtered.
2.1.2 Safety Related Structures
Containment internal structures are classified on high safety class between concrete struc-
tures in NPPs. Internal structures have higher sensitivity in their design since their failure
can produce huge disaster for whole structure. They should also provide radiation shielding
during plant operation and control radiation exposure in case of a loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA). Section of Reactor Building (RB) for an Advanced Boiler Water Reactor (ABWR)
is shown in Figure 2.4.
Internal Structures and components are listed in Figure 2.5 where concrete structures
that are more related for this thesis are highlighted. Shielding structures and Spent Nuclear
Fuel (SNF) storages are the most important structures exposed to high levels of radiation.
11
Figure 2.4: Reactor building section (ABWR) [21]
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Figure 2.5: Reactor building internal structures [21]
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Figure 2.6: PWR dry containment arrangement [52]
Shielding Structures
Shielding structures are also in safety class I in NPPs. Shielding concrete requirements
should be considered during shielding structure design procedure. Type and intensity of
radiation source should be determined (e.g. photons or neutrons). These sources are
dependent on the reactor type and its design. Maximum allowable level of exposure on
external surface is another factor required for basic containment design. Maximum permis-
sible radiation doses can be obtained from the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP) recommendations. Reduction factor (attenuation factor) is important
to calculate appropriate wall thickness for the structure. Concrete proportioning is also
directly related to this factor. Aggregate and cement paste of concrete used for contain-
ment should govern these requirements [37]. There are two types of shielding structures;
Primary and Secondary shields are shown in Figure 2.6.
For PWRs, primary shield is the closest concrete structure around the reactor vessel
and is called biological shield. Structural system of primary shield is usually shear wall
and it connects foundation slab to the operation floor. Secondary shield or reactor coolant
component wall protects the reactor coolant systems from radiation and other sources of
external (disasters) or internal (LOCA) damage. Internal structures are different in their
details for dry and ice condenser PWRs [52]. However shear walls are mostly focused in
this thesis. Mostly common walls in the Containment Internal structures are primary and
secondary shields.
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Figure 2.7: A thin-walled concrete cask surrounded with a reinforced concrete overpack [41]
Spent Nuclear Fuel Storages
Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) storages are the structures that store the SNF removed from
reactor core. There are two types of SNF storages: wet and dry storages. SNF is stored in
the wet storages inside cooling water pools designed with RC walls and steel liners inside
reactor buildings. SNF remains in wet storages for 5 years for the radioactive activity
decay, then it will be transfered to dry storages off-site.
Dry storages can be vault, silos, or cask storage. Vault and silos are RC building and
cylinder respectively. Cask storages are made from metal (ductile cast iron), reinforced
concrete, or combination of both. Usually, there are two types of cask: thick-walled cask
and thin-walled cask surrounded by a RC overpack. As can be seen from Figure 2.8,
radiation protection is provided by the metallic thick wall in thick-walled cask. In the case
of the cask with overpack concrete walls, air circulation between the cask and overpack
protect the environment from radiation (see Figure 2.7)
15
Figure 2.8: A metallic thick-walled cask [41]
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2.2 Reinforced Concrete Containment Design Require-
ments (ASME III div 2)
2.2.1 Load Applied
Secondary and primary containment structures are the last protection layers of nuclear
facilities and are very important for providing leak tightness of NPPs. Consequently, in
addition to normal and severe load conditions in the design of conventional structures,
extreme and abnormal load conditions are also considered for nuclear structure design.
One of the most challenging part of the design is considering all possible loading condition
for these buildings. Load categories are defined according to different stages from inside of
the building to surrounding of the structure. They are numerated bellow:
1. Normal or service load
2. Severe environmental load
3. Extreme environmental load
4. Abnormal loads
Normal or service load category includes those that are applied during normal operation
plant and shutdown. According to ASME Boiler and Pressure Design Code section III
division 2, dead-load D, live-load L, thermal effect To, pipe reaction Ro, and operating
pressure Po can be in the first two categories of loading. Operating basis earthquake and
design wind load are included in severe environmental load category.
Extreme environmental conditions are defined for safe shutdown earthquake Ess and
tornado wind pressure Wt load conditions. Last category is abnormal loads in which
concern is huge loads caused by postulated high-energy pipe break accidents like equipment
pressure Pa, thermal load Ta, pipe reactions Ra, reaction load of broken pipes Rr, jet
impingement load Rrj, and missile impact equivalent static load Rrm [52]. Summarizing
of these four load categories can be found in Table 2.3
Load combinations use in the design of a RC containment is discussed in section III
division 2 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. As shown in Tables 2.4 and 2.5
(Table 2.5 and 2.5 should be summed for the load combinations), there are fifteen cases
that are divided into service and factored load combinations. Service load combinations
are considered for test, construction and normal conditions. Factored load combinations
are divided into five categories with different combinations of severe, extreme, and abnor-
mal environmental loading. Load combinations that are usually governing the design of
17
Table 2.3: Load categories (ASME III division 2)
categories Load level Load sourcea
Service
Normal D L F G To Ro Pν
Construction D L F To
test D L F Pt Tt
Factored
Severe environmental W Eo
Extreme environmental Ess Wt
Abnormal Ha Pa Ta Ra Rrr Rrj Rrm
a D: Dead, L: Live, F : Fluid, G: high energy divides relief load, To:
Operating thermal load, Ro:Pipe reaction in operating conditions, Pν :
Pressure variation,Pt: Pressure during test, Tt: Thermal load during test,
Pa: Pressure by a postulated pipe break, Tt: Thermal load during test,
W : Operating basis wind load, Eo: Operating basis earthquake, Ess:
Safe shut down earthquake, Wt: Tornado, Ha:Internal flooding, Pa:
Pressure by a postulated pipe break, Ta: Thermal load during design
basis accident, Ra:Pipe reaction in a postulated pipe break, Rrr: Pipe
reaction during design basis accident, Rrj : Jet impingement load during
design basis accident, Rrm: Missile load during design basis accident
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RC containments are number 3, 8, 11, and 15 of normal, abnormal, abnormal-severe en-
vironmental, and abnormal-extreme environmental loading conditions respectively. Load
combinations number 3, 8, and 11 govern design of the shell and number 11 and 15 govern
design of the basement [3].
2.2.2 Design Criteria
Containment design procedure includes following steps:
1. Preliminary analysis
2. Finite element analysis
3. Final design
4. Special consideration
5. Final check and design report
Generally stresses in a structure are divided into three categories; primary, secondary, and
high peak stresses. However, the place of typical stresses included in these categories are
different for different buildings. For example, thermal stresses are in the secondary category
for typical building while they are in the primary stresses group for buildings like NPPs
that are more subjected to thermal sources. Structures are designed for primary stresses
and are checked for secondary and peak stresses.
Primary stresses can not be controlled because they are related to external load sources
like snow, wind, and earthquake. They should satisfy equilibrium conditions to have sta-
bility.
Secondary stresses are produced by self-constraint of the body and then they can be
controlled by defining a specific strain pattern. So, there is no need for these stresses
to satisfy external and internal equilibrium laws. Thermal joints in buildings are some
examples of predefined strain pattern for secondary stresses.
Peak stresses are potential sources of failure, but they do not cause significant deflection
or degradation in short period of time. The most well known failure caused by peak stress
is fatigue failure. Stress concentration is the source of these stresses and it might be due
to local discontinuity and thermal stresses.
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Table 2.4: Load combinations and load factors (ASME
section III division 2) (continues)
Load condition No. D L F Pt G Pa Tt To Ta
Test 1 1 1 1 1 - - 1 - -
Construction 2 1 1 1 - - - - 1 -
Normal 3 1 1 1 - 1 - - 1 -
Severe
Environmental
4 1 1.3 1 - 1 - - 1 -
5 1 1.3 1 - 1 - - 1 -
Extreme
Environmental
6 1 1 1 - 1 - - 1 -
7 1 1 1 - 1 - - 1 -
Abnormal
Environmental
8 1 1 1 - 1 1.5 - - 1
9 1 1 1 - 1 1 - - 1




11 1 1 1 - 1 1.25 - - 1
12 1 1 1 - 1 1.25 - - 1
13 1 1 1 - 1 - - 1 -




15 1 1 1 - 1 1 - - 1
a D: Dead, L: Live, F: Fluid, Pt: Pressure during test, G:
high energy divides relief load, Pa: Pressure by a
postulated pipe break, Tt: Thermal load during test, To:
Operating thermal load, Ta: Thermal load during design
basis accident
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Table 2.5: Load combinations and load factors (ASME sec-
tion III division 2)
Load condition No. Eo Ess W Wt Ro Ra Rr Pν Ha
Test 1 - - - - - - - - -
Construction 2 - - 1 - - - - - -
Normal 3 - - - - 1 - - 1 -
Severe
Environmental
4 1.5 - - - 1 - - 1 -
5 - - 1.5 - 1 - - 1 -
Extreme
Environmental
6 - 1 - - 1 - - 1 -
7 - - - 1 1 - - 1 -
Abnormal
Environmental
8 - - - - - 1 - - -
9 - - - - - 1.25 - - -




11 1.25 - - - - 1 - - -
12 - - 1.25 - - 1 - - -
13 1 - - - - - - - -




15 - 1 - - - 1 1 - -
a Eo: Operating basis earthquake, Ess: Safe shut down
earthquake, W: Operating basis wind load, Wt: Tornado,
Ro:Pipe reaction in operating conditions, Ra:Pipe reaction in a
postulated pipe break, Rr:Load during design basis accident, Pν :
Pressure variation, Ha:Internal flooding
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2.3 Nuclear Safety Structures Related Design Require-
ments (ACI-349)
RC structures that are not covered by ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel codes are designed
based on ACI-349 code. These structures are in the safety related category of NPP compo-
nents because they protect nuclear safety class components or systems. Aging phenomena
in NPPs and importance of safety related structures are mentioned in Section 2.4. The
renewal of expired licenses of NPPs is necessary. Safety-related structures are one of the
most important issues for renewing license of a NPP.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, RC shields and some parts of containment internal struc-
tures that are close to high radioactive sources are parts of the safety related structures.
These structures are mostly RC wall types [52]. So, focus is on the parts of the code that
are related to design and analysis of walls, which are illustrated in Chapter fourteen of
the code. RC panels that are analyzed in this research are all subjected to shear with or
without axial loading. Shear capacity of the panels is analyzed and the results for not
degraded and degraded elements are compared. This thesis will specifically concentrate on
designing of the structural component subjected to shear that is illustrated in Chapter 11
of ACI-349 code.
Material properties, design, and analysis requirements of RC panels from shields are
defined according to ACI-349 and are explained with details in the following sections.
2.3.1 Material Properties
Generally, codes start by definition of material properties of the structures. Since the
panels are RC, reinforcement and concrete are the only materials we need to explain here.
Concrete
Concrete includes cement, aggregate, water, and admixture. Concrete mix design for
shields has some extra consideration than other structures designed based on ACI-349. For
example, aggregates should be based on the “Specification for Aggregates for Radiation-
Shielding Concrete” (ASTM C 637). American National Standard Institute publishes an
standard for concrete radiation shields in NPPs; ANSI/ANS-6.4, titled as the nuclear
analysis and design of concrete radiation shielding for NPPs. The standard focuses on the
appropriate properties of the concrete for attenuation of fast neutron particles which will
be explained in Section 2.5.
Concrete mixture for shields can contain 13% cement, 7% water (including water in the
aggregate) and 80% aggregate [10]. Different types of concrete are available for shielding.
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H O Si Ca C Na Mg Al
Ordinary 2.3 0.013 1.165 0.737 0.194 0.04 0.006 0.107
Magnetite 3.53 0.011 1.168 0.091 0.251 0.033 0.083
Barytes 3.35 0.012 1.043 0.035 0.168 0.004 0.014
Magnetite
and Steel
4.64 0.011 0.638 0.073 0.258 0.017 0.048
Limonite
and Steel
4.54 0.031 0.708 0.067 0.261 0.007 0.029
Serpentine 2.1 0.035 1.126 0.460 0.150 0.002 0.009 0.297 0.042
a Magnetite (FeO.Fe2O3), Barytes (BaSO4), Limonite (a hydrated FeO3 ore
plus steel punchings), and Serpentine (3MgO.2SiO2.2H2O) are as aggregate .
b H: Hydrogen, O: Oxygen, Si: Silicon, Ca: Calcium, C:Carbon , Na: Sodium,
Mg: magnesium, Al: Aluminum.
As shown in Tables 2.6 and 2.7, the concrete types are recognized mostly by their differences
in aggregates.
Specification for radiation shields is mainly because of absorption and scattering factors.
Absorption is an important characteristic of the materials used in shielding structures
in NPPs. Materials with high absorptivity are used as radiation protection in NPPs.
Absorptivity is the ability of the material to catch neutrons particles. The process will
release energy in form of gamma-ray energy. As seen in Table 2.8, minerals such as Boron-
10 are very good choices to be added to the normal concrete to increase this ability because
they absorb high range of neutron particles and release low amount of gamma-ray energy.
Scattering is another desirable property of the material used in shielding structure.
Materials that are more probable to scatter neutron particles are better in protecting
environment from radiation effect. Boron is also responsible for thermal neutron absorbing
of concrete shields [10]. As can be seen in Table 2.8, hydrogen has a high ability for this
purpose.
Different concrete mixture produces different mechanical and thermal properties shown
in Table 2.9. Since irradiation affects compressive and tensile strength of concrete, f ′c and
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S K Fe T i Cr Mn V Ba
Ordinary 2.3 0.003 0.045 0.029
Magnetite 3.53 0.005 1.676 0.192 0.006 0,007 0.011
Barytes 3.35 0.361 0.159 1.551
Magnetite
and Steel
4.64 3.512 0.074 0.003
Limonite
and Steel
4.54 0.004 3.421 0.004
Serpentine 2.1 0.009 0.068 0.002
a Magnetite (FeO.Fe2O3), Barytes (BaSO4), Limonite (a hydrated FeO3 ore
plus steel punchings), and Serpentine (3MgO.2SiO2.2H2O) are as aggregate .
b S:Sulfur, K:Potassium, Fe:Iron, Ti: Titanium, Cr: Chromium, Mn:
Manganese, V:Vanadium, Ba:Barium
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Hydrogen (H) 0.3 99.0
Oxygen(O) 0.0 4.2
Boron (B) 755.0 4.0
Silicon (Si) 0.2 1.7
Iron (Fe) 2.5 11.0
Barium (Ba) 1.2 8.0
Aluminum (Al) 0.2 1.4
Calcium (Ca) 0.4 3.2
Sodium (Na) 0.5 0.4
Sulfur (S) 0.5 1.1
a Barns is a unit of area equals to 10−28m2.
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Table 2.9: Typical Mechanical and thermal properties of representa-
tive concretes after curing[10]
Concrete type
Property Ordinary Barytesa Limonite and steela Serpentinea
Density (gcm−3) 2.2-2.4 3.5 4.3-4.5 2.1-2.2
Specific heat(Jg−1K−1) 0.65 0.52 0.7 -
Thermal
conductivity(WM−1K−1)
0.88 1.6 2.8-3.6 0.9
Coefficient of thermal
expansion (10−6K−1)
14 - 7 32
Tensile strength (Mpa) 2-3 2 - -
Compressive strength
(Mpa)
38 25-29 38 13-16
a Barytes (BaSO4), Limonite (a hydrated FeO3) plus steel punchings, and
Serpentine (3MgO.2SiO2.2H2O) are as aggregate .
ft are two important properties of these types of concrete in this study.
Reinforcement
Reinforcement in safety class structures of NPPs should be based on ACI-349. There is no
regularity or requirements considering shielding structures in ACI-349. The only limitation
regarding mechanical properties of reinforcing steel is to limit the sizes of cracks for massive
concrete sections by limiting yields strength of reinforcement fy. Yielding strength of the
panels is limited to maximum 415 MPa for deformed reinforcements. Young modulus of
reinforcing steel Es is equal to 199948 MPa.
There is only one concern pointed in ACI-349R-01 (Commentary on code Requirements
for nuclear safety related concrete structures) regarding to irradiation and reinforcement:
epoxy coating for reinforcement used in the environment with high temperature and radi-
ation should be analyzed for the long-term durability of structures.
2.3.2 Strength and Serviceability Requirements
ACI-349 has the same strength design method as ACI-318. Minimum strength value of
structural systems and their components should be equal to maximum value of load com-
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binations applied to the structures. RC structures in NPPs should be analyzed by finite
element methods of analysis for the critical sections such as opening, base connection,
cylinder, and roof or dome connection.
American code uses Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) for designing non-
prestressed concrete structures and prestressed concrete structures. Chapter 9 of ACI-349
presents general design consideration for safety related structures in NPPs. It starts first
with defining of the load categories and combinations. Then, the design strength reduction
factor is specified for members subjected to flexure, axial, shear, and torsion loads or
combination of them.
Load Categories
Load categories for shielding concrete structures are almost the same as concrete contain-
ment. Loads are divided into normal, severe environmental, extreme environmental, and
abnormal load. As shown in Table 2.3, normal loads include D (dead), L (live), F (fluid),
H (soil), To (temperature in operating conditions) loads. Concrete containment structures
have Ro (pipe reaction in operating conditions) and Pν (external pressure variation) instead
of H. Severe and extreme environmental load categories are quite similar. Abnormal load
category in containment has Ha (internal flooding) extra to what concrete shields have.
Load Combinations
ACI-349 considers eleven load combinations for design. Table 2.3 is provided compared
to the ASME sec III division 2 load combination. There are some significant differences
between load combinations corresponding to different applications of these structures. A
significant difference is higher factors for D, L, F, and Ha loads for shielding concrete design
than containment structures design. Pt, G, and Pν are completely eliminated for shielding
structures and Ro has more effect than Ra on the shielding design. ACI-349 does not have
clear categories like ASME for load combinations, however, there are some subsections that
illustrate load applications. Load categories are explained based on the load definition; for
example, Wt in load combination 5 shows extreme environmental condition. Abnormal
categories (6,7 and 8) can be easily found by having missile load Ra (Yr, Yj, Ym).
Strength Reduction Factor
Strength reduction factor φ in ACI-349 is divided into 5 groups tabulated in Table 2.11.
The panels analyzed are subjected to shear and axial loads. Hence, the strength reduc-
tion factor, which is suggested by ACI-349 is 0.85.
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Table 2.11: Strength reduction factor for safety-related reinforced concrete members in
NPPs (data obtained from ACI-349)
Reinforced Concrete Members Strength Reduction Factor φ
Flexure without Axial Load 0.9
Axial Tension - Axial Tension and Flexure 0.9
Axial Compression - Axial Compression and Flexure 0.75
Other Reinforced Member 0.7
General Shear and Torsion 0.85
Shear in Joist 0.6
Shear Joist (Critical Loads) 0.85
Bearing on Concrete 0.7
2.3.3 Shear Design
Concrete structures in NPPs are designed based on elastic behavior of material in service
loads. Safety related structures and their structural components are subjected to the shear
are designed based on the chapter 11 of ACI-349. General shear design of RC members
is covered by Sections 11.1, 11.3, and 11.5 of ACI-349. There are some specifications for
structures like deep flexural members, bracket and corbels, walls, transfer of moments to
columns, slabs, and footings. In this section, general shear design of RC structures in NPPs
is reviewed firstly. Then, shear design of walls is explained since the elements studied in
this thesis are mostly from RC walls in NPPs. Interior walls can be shields, or fuel storage
that are subjected to high levels of radiation after 40 years.
General Shear Design Requirements of RC structures
Shear design starts with verifying Equations (2.1) and (2.2) for factored shear force Vu and
reduced nominal shear strength Vn. All RC sections subjected to the shear forces should
satisfy Equation (2.1).
φVn ? Vu (2.1)
where
Vn = Vc + Vs (2.2)
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where φ is the shear strength reduction factor equal to 0.85 (Table 2.11).
Nominal shear strength of the panels are provided by concrete Vc and shear reinforce-
ments Vs. The concrete shear strength for RC structures are different for members sub-
jected to shear and flexure, axial compression and tension. Vc is calculated generally with
Equation (2.3) for members subjected to shear and flexure, axial compression, and signifi-











f ′cbwd Shear and axial compression
0 Shear and significant axial tension
(2.3)
where, f ′c: concrete compressive strength, bw: web width, d: distance from extreme com-
pression point to centroid of the tension reinforcement, Nu: axial load (positive sign for
compression and negative sign for tension), and Ag: maximum aggregate size.





f ′c + 2500ρw
Vud
Mu














f ′cbwd Shear and significant axial tension
(2.4)
where, Vu: factored shear force at section, ρw:
As
bwd
, and Mu: factored moment at section.




psi). Another important point is that the sign of tension and compression is opposite of
our sign in Membrane-2000 analysis (for ACI-349, tension is negative).
Shear reinforcement should be provided when Vu is greater than φVc in a section.




f ′cbwd. For the shear reinforcement perpendicular to axis of members and inclined
stirrup, Equation (2.5) is used. For calculating value of Vs for a single bar, or a single
group of parallel bars, all bent up at the same distance from the support and different
distance from the support Equation (2.5) is used. Vs obtained from Equation (2.5) should
be less than 8
√
f ′cbwd and it should be less than 3
√
f ′cbwd when obtained from equation









Avfy sinα single bar, group of bars, and stirrup
(2.5)
where, Aν : area of shear reinforcement, in
2, fy: yield strength of non prestressed steel,
psi, S, shear reinforcement space, in, α: angle between stirrup and longitudinal axis of
member.
Special Provision in Shear Design for Walls
Shear design for radial (out of plane) and tangential (in plane) shear force is different in
ACI-349. Radial shear force is perpendicular to the face of walls and tangential shear force
is horizontal in plane of walls. General shear design explained above is applicable for panels
with punching shear force. The RC panels that are analyzed are membrane elements with
combination of biaxial load and tangential shear.
Design of walls for in plane shear strength is also based on Equations (2.1) and (2.2).












f ′cbwd Shear and axial tension
(2.6)





























where, lw: horizontal length of wall and h is overall thickness of member, in.
The shear strength can be provided by horizontal shear reinforcing steel. Horizontal





Where, s2 is spacing of shear or torsion reinforcement in direction perpendicular to longi-
tudinal reinforcement, in.
The vertical shear reinforcement ratio (ρn) should satisfy Equation (2.9).
max(0.0025, (0.0025 + 0.5(2.5− hw
lw
)(ρh − .0025))) > ρn > ρh (2.9)
where hw is total height of wall from base to top, in.
2.4 Aging Phenomena
Over 16 percent of world’s electricity and 20 percent of US electricity is provided by
NPPs (World Nuclear Association, April 2009). Most of over 100 reactors in US build
in 1950s pass their operation life time. Replacement of all components of NPPs is not
economically feasible. The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) paid attention to
aging phenomena in NPPs during last two decades.
2.4.1 Aging Research Study
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Idaho National Laboratory (INL), Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) and Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) are the most
well known laboratories that were joined with NRC in these research areas. Nuclear Reg-
ularities (NUREG) 6424, 6679 and 6715 are some of the results of these accompanies that




(a) NPP Aging (NPAR) [39]
(b) Structural Aging (SAG) [49]
(c) NPP Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) [57]
(d) Assessment of In-service Conditions of Safety-Related NP Structures [4]
2. Industry Programs
(a) Numeric Industry Reports (IRs)
(b) NEI - Industry Guideline for monitoring the effectiveness of maintenance at
NPPs [24]
(c) American Concrete Institute Codes and Standard
3. Technical Information
(a) Summary of Japanese literature [55]
(b) Organization of economic co-operation and development (OECD) - Nuclear En-
ergy Agency (NEA)
Current Research
Need of sufficient statistical information about age-related degradation mechanisms in
NPPs is more clear to perform License Renewal Applications (LRA). The most recent
project that is going on in US about ”Development of Seismic Capability Evaluation Tech-
nology for Degraded Structures and Components” in NPPs is a joined project between
Korean Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) and BNL. The project started from
2007 and continues for 5 years till 2012 in 5 tasks. The goal of the project is studying the
effects of aging on the seismic risk evaluation system.
Components with higher priorities are reviewed in the first year. As seen from Fig-
ure 2.9 piping system, exchanger, and Reactor Pressure Vessels (RPV) have higher number
of degradation occurrences in U.S. NPPs. However, Figure 2.9 is a general distribution
and there is no information about years or comparison between the results of different
researches. For more information Figure 2.10 is shown. Difference between the bar charts
may be due to differences in the methods for degradation definition or detection and also
some preferences for their researches.
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Figure 2.9: Distribution of structures and passive components over component category [51]
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Figure 2.10: Distribution comparison of SPC degradation occurrences over components [51]
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Figure 2.11: Distribution comparison of SPC degradation occurrences over aging mecha-
nism [51]
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Table 2.12: Deterioration factors on physical process in concrete and their effects[48]
Deterioration factors on physical process Primary manifestation
Cracking reduced durability
Salt crystallization cracking, loss material
Freezing and thawing Cracking, scaling, disintegration
Abrasion, erosion, cavitation section loss
Thermal exposure, thermal cycling Cracking, spalling, strength loss
Irradiation Volume change, cracking
Fatigue, vibration cracking
Settlement Cracking, spalling, misalignment
2.4.2 Age-Related Concrete Degradation in NPPs
Concrete is one of the most useful material for construction. Brittle behavior of concrete
is improved during the time by combining it by adding ductile material like reinforcing
steel. Mixing steel and concrete as an efficient combination for structures ,however, made
a susceptible mixed material for different degradation mechanisms. Degradation of RC
structures may occur in cement paste, aggregate or embedded steel. Possibility of differ-
ent deterioration mechanisms depend on wide varieties of internal and external variables.
Degradation mechanisms are categorized in two groups: degradation on physical and chem-
ical process. Degradation categories are available in Tables 2.12 and 2.13.
NPPs like most concrete structures are threatened by deterioration. Degradation may
mostly occur as a result of the construction fault. So, they usually be fixed in the con-
structing process. There is also a variety of deterioration due to aging affects. These
failures may increase at the end of service life and make large damages to the structures
and consequently human societies. Degradation may occurs in concrete part or reinforcing
steel. Some of the most concrete deterioration mechanisms in NPPs are briefly illustrated
with respect to the order of occurrence and their possibility of occurrence as follow:
Sulphate attack: As shown in chemical equation bellow, as a result of reaction of high
sulfate content in soil and ground water with free calcium hydroxide, gypsum (Ca2SO4)
is produced. Then gypsum combines with the hydrated calcium aluminate and cre-
ates ettringite. The reactions cause expansion then volume of concrete changes and
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Table 2.13: Deterioration factors on chemical process in concrete and their effects[48]
Deterioration factors on chemical process Primary manifestation
Efflorescence, leaching Increased porosity
Sulfate attack Volume change, cracking
Delayed ettringite formation Volume change, cracking
Acids, bases Disintegration, spalling, leaching
Alkali-aggregate reactions Disintegration, cracking
Aggressive water Disintegration, loss material
Phosphate Surface deposits
Biological attack Increased porosity, erosion
cracking occurs.
Na2SO4 +Ca(OH)2 + 2H2O > Ca2SO4− 2H2O+ 2NaOH Mg2SO4 +Ca(OH)2 +
2H2O > Ca2SO4− 2H2O + 2Mg(OH)2
Possibility of sulfate attack in NPPs is a local problem in the united state and it is
mostly for elements exposed to soils and water that contain sulphate. A common
example for this deterioration factor is pipes which have sewage sulphate-bearing
water [36].
Alkali-Aggregate Reactions (AAR): AAR is an internal reaction in concrete. As seen
from the equations below, AAR begins with producing of the alkali silicate gel with
combination of Alkali and siliceous aggregate.At the Second step, Ca2+ combines
with the gel and hard calcium silicate hydrate is produced. Then entered alkali solu-
tion transform siliceous minerals into bulky alkali silicate gel. This process produce
expansive forces in aggregate. Finally, accumulation of these pressures causes micro-
structure cracks in concrete and accelerating of these cracks make one of the most
considerable deterioration of concrete.
Ca(OH)2+H4SiO4 > Ca2++H2SiO42− Ca2++H2SiO42−+2H2O > CaH2SiO4−
2H2O
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Frost attack: Freeze/thaw cycles cause frost attack in concrete structures. Concrete
consists of some specific amount of water. Frozen water produces volume change in
concrete, so crack occurs because of concrete expansion. The resistance of concrete
in freezing environment is provided by air bobbles entered in concrete. Concrete
components of NPPs that are exposed to freezing weather are susceptible to the frost
damage.
Leaching: Leaching involves the degradation of concrete by the dissolution of the soluble
constituents of a material. Acidic waters cause leaching in the concrete elements.
Consequently Leaching decreases by increasing the PH. Pipes that consist water are
most likely components in NPPs susceptible to the leaching degradation mechanism.
Coolant towers that are subjected to water are another group of structures that may
degraded by leaching.
Irradiation : Degradation mechanism of radiation is not clear and there is no general
agreement about possibility of this mechanism in NPPs. However, experimental
results show significant concrete strength reduction for some certain levels of neutron
radiation. NPP components that are susceptible for these deterioration process are
mostly shielding structures. The radiation effect on RC in NPPs is discussed in the
last chapter in details.
Elevated Temperature: High temperature affects the properties of concrete by changing
in the thermal coefficient and the thermal gradients developed within a thick concrete
element.Aggregate and hydrated cement can be affected by temperature regarding to
the temperature differential and the cycling period. Generally, durability of Portland
cement concretes is in the range of 0 to 400 degree centigrade(reference 2.87 Clifton).
Experimental results show that both aggregate and cement paste degraded above
this range. For instance, Limestone aggregate degradation speed increases sharply
when temperature pass 500 degree centigrade (reference 2.88 .clifton). The compres-
sive strength of concrete decreases when temperature increases and also modulus of
elasticity will be affected also when temperature rises.
Salt crystallization: Salt crystallization is a slow degradation and some times needs a
few decades to take place. Due to water evaporation, some dissolved soluble salts
produced. Crystal propagation causes some extra internal stresses to the concrete
and beyond tensile strength of concrete they cause cracking. In the case of NPPs,
salt crystallization is most likely for the elements that have more probability of evap-
oration such as inner walls, basements, tunnels, slabs on-grade, and partly immerse
columns [36].
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Fatigue: Fatigue is a degradation mechanism that needs time to occur. Failure may not
occur for some amounts of load in a single time, however, failure can take place by
repeating the loading, temperature, or moisture. Propagation of micro cracks as a
result of the fluctuated load application increases rate of deterioration in concrete
elements. The locations that are faced with vibration in NPPs such as pipes are
more susceptible to fatigue damages. Usually design codes consider design stress
limit levels to make sure that this kind of failure does not occur, however, there are
some possibilities of the fatigue degradation when the RC structures get old.
2.5 Radiation Degradation in NPPs
RC structures are used for many energy infrastructures such as NPPs. Since every structure
has a particular service life, a main issue in maintaining infrastructures is determining
failure of structures during their life time and proposing appropriate approach to extend
serviceability of the structures for a few decades.
Deterioration is the result of concrete or reinforcing steel materials and it is investigated
by analyzing the inspection data that are obtained from different testing techniques. A
widely considerable issue for concrete structures is the effect of aging specially for NPPs.
Generally, a structure fails when its strength and stiffness decrease to a value under its
applied stress. Concrete strength is divided into two categories: compressive and tensile
strength. Since concrete is brittle material, tensile strength is the weak point of concrete.
Reinforcements are used to increase concrete capacity due to loading. Cracking is un-
avoidable in RC structures. So, prestressed concrete structures are used to reduce harmful
effect of the low tensile capacity of the RC structures. However, some structures such as
shielding structures are more sensitive and have higher standards compared to the normal
structures.
2.5.1 Background of Radiation
Understanding of the radiation effect on concrete needs a brief background about radiation.
Following parts of the thesis presents general information include atomic physic concepts,
definition of ionization, and radiation energy sources.
The main goal of a nuclear reactor in a NPP is producing the energy in the form of heat
to use for transformers and finally producing electricity. Heat energy is obtained from the
reactor core by a controlled reaction of nuclear fission during transformation of a heavy
nucleus into two lighter nuclei. As a result of this reaction, heat and radiation is produced.
Nuclear fission can be spontaneous or man made. Reactor cores are designed to speed up
the nuclear fission and manage the measure of energy and radiation that are released.
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Structure of Atoms
Any material consists of a number of atoms and characteristics of a matter depends exactly
on its atomic properties. Atom consists of charged particles (positively such as protons or
negatively such as electrons) or uncharged particles (neutral particles such as neutron and
photon). An atom has a nucleus at the center and electrons that are located on orbitals
with specific distance from the nucleus. Materials are shown with the form of their atoms
like AZXN where A is number of electrons, Z is number of protons and N is number of
neutrons. Chemical properties of a material depend on the number of its electrons and
its physical and nuclear properties depend on the mass of the atom. Mass of an atom
generally is described by the mass of its nucleus. Atoms are divided into stable atoms and
unstable atoms.
Stability of an atom depends on its mass. Scientist define the ratio of the number of
neutron to the number of proton as a measure of stability. For stable atoms, this ratio is
less than 20. For heavy stable elements, this ratio is around 1.5. For example, the heaviest
stable element in nature is Uranium-235 (N/Z = 1.554).
Nuclear Reactions in Reactor Cores
Two types of nuclear reaction are considered more important for nuclear reactors. they
are divided into the spontaneous disintegration of the nuclei and colliding between the
nuclei and the nuclear particle. Some heavy nucleus splits by very slow speed to the other
lighter nuclei. This disintegration of the nuclei is known as radioactivity. One of the most
pronoun of this type of reaction is the radioactive decay.
Radioactive decay may be in a natural way that can be seen in environment too or
some different forms from the controlled nuclear reaction in reactor cores. First type of
radioactive decay includes three types of alpha, beta, and gammadecay. As can be seen
from Figure 2.12, Nucleus include alphadecay emits a helium nucleus He42 and conversion
of a neutron into a proton by the emission of an electron and a neutrino is betadecay.
gammadecay occurs with photon emission and changing level of stability of a nucleus.
Second type of radioactive decays are those which may happen because of many unstable
nuclei that can not be produced normally in the nature. One of the most important
examples of the nuclei including the second type of decays is Kr873 6.
Nuclear collision reaction is a process of splitting a heavy weight nucleus to two lighter
nuclei by projecting a particle to the heavy nucleus.As can be seen from formulated form
of the process available in Equation (2.10), energy and radiation are produced during this
fission.
Neutron+235 U −→ Fission products+more neutrons+ energy (2.10)
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Figure 2.12: Radioactive decay[66]
Interaction between neutrons and nuclei includes the nuclear fission, radiative capture,
and scattering. They are formulated in the form of Equations (2.11), (2.12), and 2.13
respectively which (AZX)





X −→ A2Z2X +
A3
Z3








ZX −→ 10n + AZX [elastic scattering]
−→ 10n + (AZX)∗ [inelastic scattering]
−→ 10n + AZX + γ [inelastic scattering]
(2.13)
Ionization
Shielding structures are used to protect the environment from radiation effects. Radiation is
divided into non-ionizing radiation and ionizing radiation. However, shielding is necessary
only for ionizing radiation. Applications of ionizing radiation are nuclear weapons, nuclear
reactors, and radioactive substances.
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Ionizing radiation will occur during radioactivity process. When an unstable atom
wants to change to stable condition, it may release energy or particles. this is called
radioactivity. Ionizing radiation occurs when radioactive particles change an atom or
molecule by changing the number of its particles (electron, proton, neutron...) into an
ion.
Ionizing radiation is divided into two categories; electromagnetic waves and nuclear par-
ticles. Electromagnetic waves consist of x-rays and gamma rays. Nuclear particles consist
of alpha, beta, and neutron. Another division is directly ionizing radiation (charged parti-
cles such as electron, proton, alpha, and beta) and indirectly ionizing radiation (uncharged
particles such as neutron and photon).
Radiation Energy and Sources
Radiation energy or binding energy is the energy that is required to separate particles
of the nucleus of one atom. In other words, it is the energy that will be released if the
neutrons and protons are separated from each other. Electron volt is the unit of binding
energy and one eV is equal to 1.602× 10−19 joules.
An important particle that is considered in shielding requirements is the neutron. Neu-
trons are uncharged particles and do not ionize directly. However, they can produce other
sort of rays that are capable of ionizing atoms. Neutrons are divided into three groups
according to their kinetic energy. Thermal or slow neutron’s energy level is less than
0.5 electron volt(eV). Epidermal or intermediate neutron particles have a level of energy
around 5000 eV. Fast neutrons, which are the most important particles due to deterioration
of concrete structures have the kinetic energy level higher than 500,000 eV [37].
There are two types of radiation regarding to time consideration: neutron flux and
fluence. Neutron flux unit is n/cm2/s and neutron fluence unit is n/cm2. Radiation which
produce age-related degradation is neutron fluence, which is multiplication of neutron flux
and time. Neutron fluence can be divided into three categories:
1. Slow or thermal neutron (dose < 1010n/cm2)
2. Intermediate or epidermal neutron (1010 < dose < 1020n/cm2)
3. Fast neutron (dose > 1020n/cm2)
2.5.2 Radiation Effects on Reinforced Concrete Structures
Concrete is one of the most effective materials for control radiations released from nuclei
reactions. Two important issues in protecting environment from the harmful effects of
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radiation are absorption and scattering. The goal of every concrete shielding is absorbing
maximum neutron particles and releasing the minimum energy. Losing energy of neutron
by colliding nucleus of concrete material occurs during scattering process.
NPPs like most RC structures are threatened by deterioration due to aging affects.
These failures may increase during service life and make large damages to the structures
and consequently human societies. Degradation may occurs in reinforcing steel or concrete
part.
Radiation may reduce fracture toughness of embedded rebar in RC structures exposed
to high level of radiation. However, deterioration of reinforcing steel due to radiation is
not serious compare to concrete irradiation. There is no requirements in American codes
for NPPs regarding to reinforcing steel and radiation [64].
Deterioration in concrete may affect on physical or chemical process. Degradation
factors on both process; physical and chemical are summarized in Tables 2.12 and 2.13
respectively. Shielding concrete deterioration is mostly due to volume changes. Concrete
expansion cause cracking and cracks are harmful for the concrete due to corrosion dilemma.
Radiation Effect on Aggregate and Cement Paste
Laboratory investigations on radiation effects on concrete properties mostly focus on the
aggregate behavior due to high radiation exposures. Change of aggregate properties due
to radiation that affects directly mechanical properties of concrete [38].
Different type of aggregates shows different change exposed to fast neutrons. For ex-
ample, tensile strength of limestone aggregate decreased by 30 percent when exposed to a
fast neutron fluence about 2× 1019n/cm2 and tensile strength of flint aggregate decreased
by about 40 percent [38].Aggregate with same type but from different sources showed wide
differences in reaction to the fast neutron fluence. The volume change of concrete is mostly
due to aggregate volume change because the micro structure of aggregate is affected by
radiation. Aggregate with the same type and the same chemical composition may show
different volume change because of different micro structure [23].
Radiation effect on cement paste is not significant. Volume change in cement as a result
of shrinkage is related to weight loss caused by drying at elevated temperatures not due to
the radiation effect [20].
Radiation effect on mechanical properties of concrete
Mechanical properties such as compressive and tensile strength and modulus of elasticity
are widely affected by radiation [27]. Experiments on aggregate and cores from non ac-
tive reactors showed significant decreasing of mechanical properties due to fast neutron
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2× 1018 100 80-115 100 80-105
2× 1019 100 80-110 100 75-105
2× 1020 100 60-85 100 –95
2× 1021 100 35-45 100 –60
fluence. However, some of these results did not separate temperature effect from radiation
effect. The temperature effect is hard to distinguish from the radiation effect. Hilsdorf
tried to collect experimental results and separate the effect of temperature and radiation.
The comparison between the heated-irradiated and unheated-irradiated results shows that
radiation effect is significant without considering the temperature effect.
Radiation fluences more than 5× 1019n/cm2 reduces compressive strength of concrete
significantly [27]. The effect of radiation on aggregates will change volume of the concrete
as a result of the atomic movement. Increasing of concrete volume was measured for spe-
cific aggregates (e.g flints). Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show results from other investigations
compared by Hilsdorf [27]. The range of compressive strength reduction shown in Fig-
ure2.13 is available in Table 2.14. It shows significant decrease in compressive strength of
concrete for neutron radiation above 2× 1019n/cm2.
In addition to compressive strength, the modulus of elasticity was also studied. Slight
increasing in the modulus of elasticity is probable due to the radiation effect [37].
The radiation effect on tensile stress was studied in 1989 [37]. High nuclear fluence can
reduce tensile stress and this reduction is more significant than compressive strength. One
of the applications of having high neutron radiation levels is the shielding structure. As
discussed before, shielding concrete has extra admixtures to increase the absorptivity and
scattering of concrete. The radiation effects on tensile strength is available in Figure 2.14. It
is stated that tensile reduction is much more dependent in the concrete types. Experimental
Results show reduction between 0.2 and 0.82 for neutron fluence 5× 1019n/cm2.
Radiation effect on chemical process
Chemical process of concrete is affected by radiation. Alkali Silica Reaction (ASR) is one of
these chemical processes affected by radiation. Experimental results show that irradiated
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Figure 2.13: Effect of neutron radiation on concrete compressive strength relative to non-
irradiated and unheated control specimen results[27]
Figure 2.14: Effect of neutron radiation on concrete tensile strength relative to non-
irradiated and unheated control specimen results[27]
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Figure 2.15: Aggregate cracking due to ASR [1]
concrete have affected by ASR harder than non-irradiated concrete [30].
Alkali Silica Reaction is one of the most known types of the chemical deterioration
happened in concrete. It is a reaction between silica-rich aggregate and alkaline solution
micropore in concrete. Reaction is shown as follows:
Ca(OH)2 +H4SiO4 =⇒ Ca2+ +H2SiO42− + 2H2O =⇒ CaH2SiO42H2O
At first step, alkali combines with siliceous aggregate to produce alkali silicate gel.
Then, as a result of this reaction Ca2+ is released and combines with the gel and hard
calcium silicate hydrate is produced. Entered alkali solution transform siliceous minerals
into bulky alkali silicate gel. This process produces expansive forces in aggregate.As seen
from Figures 2.15 and 2.16, accumulation of these pressures causes micro-structure cracks
in concrete and accelerating of these cracks make one of the most considerable deterioration
of concrete.
Radiation effect on ASR becomes important in long-time period of NPPs life time.
Radiation effect on mortars was reported in 1972 [22]. According to the paper, cracks
propagate in specimens badly when radiation exceeds 1020n/cm2 at a temperature of 125oC.
Aggregate has an important role in this process. Another important factor in the AAR
reaction is chemical composition of cement paste and co-existing aggregate. However,
investigations show that irradiation may affect considerably even on carefully selected
aggregates [30].
According to the investigation, gamma-rays threshold for affecting concrete is dose of
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Figure 2.16: Gel generated around aggregates [1]
1010 GY and for the fast neutron is around 1019n/cm2 [30]. For fast neutrons (more than
1019n/cm2) considerable deterioration due to the aggregate expansion and the shrinkage
of the cement paste is observed. The degree of deterioration depends on the aggregate
selection and cement mixture. For example, the expansion at a dose of 5 × 1019n/cm2 is
about one percent for limestone and flint, and is 0.1 percent for serpentine [30].
Unified absorbed gamma-rays during 60-year life time of a commercial NPP is around
109 Gy and it is lower than threshold, however, this amount for fast neutrons is close to
the critical amount [30].
2.5.3 Radiation Limit
There are two concerns for establishing a radiation threshold for RC structures in NPPs.
First, the level of radiation that concrete structures are exposed in NPPs during long time
is not clear. Second, there is no general agreement on the specific levels of radiation that
concrete will be deteriorated. We tries in this study to collect the varieties of data and
choose the most reliable ones, which scientists refer to.
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Levels of Radiation for Concrete Structures in NPPs
Primary containment internal structures, biological shields, and spent nuclear fuel storages
are three types of structure that may be exposed to the critical levels of radiation. RC
structures in NPPs may be exposed to different types of radiation fluxes such as thermal
neutron, fast neutron, and gamma radiation. The level of radiation that structures are
exposed to is related to the type of reactor and concrete mixture. The radiation fluence
during the long term will be achieved by multiplying of constant radiation fluxes and
period of time. According to the available data, primary shields may experience neutron
radiation fluence beyond 5 × 1019n/cm2 [27]. Concrete reactor vessel may be exposed to
the thermal neutron, fast neutron, and gamma radiation with the values 6× 1019n/cm2, 2
to 3 × 1018n/cm2 and 1011rd after 30 years, respectively [28]. The tests from the BEPO
reactor by United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) show a constant flux
around 3 × 1011n/cm2/s, which is equivalent to the fluence 3.78 × 1020n/cm2 after 40
years[56].
It is probable for the closer structures to the reactor core to experience the critical
fast neutron radiation levels at the end of their operating life time [30]. However, the new
generations of NPPs (1990s) seem to not having the same problem. One of the most recent
reactor designs which is available for public is ABWR. The neutron radiation fluence that
safety related structures may experience in an ABWR is estimated as 1014n/cm2[21]. By
reviewing data from 1960s and 1970s decades and comparing them to ABWR design, we
can point it out that the past generations of reactors have higher constant fluxes and their
concrete structures may experience the critical levels of radiation after 40 years.
Levels of Radiation That Deteriorate Concrete
The level of radiation that concrete will be damaged considerably is dependent on lots
of correlated variables. One of the most challenging problem is that deterioration caused
by temperature and radiation can not be easily separated. The measurement of radiation
effect on concrete is also very hard because it depends on some factors such as material
properties (absorption, scattering), material state of testing, neutron energy spectrum and
neutron dose rate [27]. In addition to these complexity, conflicts in some papers show
difficulty of not having enough information about radiation fluences, which deteriorate
concrete, in NPPs [47].
At the beginning of research (1958) about the radiation effect on concrete properties,
investigation of Blosser team showed that chemical properties and density of the graphite
reactor shield at Oak Ridge National Laboratory had not changed between investigations
done during 8 years. Only compressive strength of the reflector shield had 40 percent
decrease. They came to the result that compare to temperature effect, radiation effect on
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concrete is ignored [9]. This conclusion was also stated by Engineering Compendium on
Radiation Shielding because of the fact that speed of increasing thermal neutron fluences
is much more higher than speed of fast neutron fluence increase. For example, 30 years
takes time to achieve a fluence of 1021n/cm2 by a constant flux density of 1012n/cm2/s,
however, only hours need to achieve from this flux density to the fluence that temperature
increases four times [34].
The effect of radiation was not considered seriously compared to the temperature effect
till the year 1978. As shown in Figures 2.13, and 2.14, the investigation that separated
effect of temperature and radiation showed a radiation range between 2×1019n/cm2 and 2×
1021n/cm2 that the mechanical properties of concrete is significantly affected by radiation
directly.
The concrete deterioration due to radiation is not only for the primary containment
and shields. There are limited number of experiments from fuel storage canals, radwaste
building, and spent nuclear fuel that show concrete strength reduction due to radiation. For
example, the tests on material of reactor fuel storage canal at Idaho National Engineering
and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) showed 50 % decrease of concrete strength for
gamma irradiation of 211R/hr [58].
Radiation Thresholds for Aging NPPs
All disagreement in this area results to having different radiation threshold for different
codes. Here are limitations set by American and European standards for radiation exposure
in 1960s, 1970s and 1980s to reduce risk of the radiation degradation in shielding concrete.
1. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) pressure Vessel and Piping Code
(section III, division 2) chooses threshold for neutron exposure at 1021n/cm2(nvt).
2. The British Specification for Prestressed concrete Pressure Vessels for Nuclear Re-
actors says that for radiation fluence less than 5 × 1019n/cm2 effect of radiation on
concrete properties is not considerable [32]
3. According to American National Standard Institute ANSI, compressive strength and




In order to investigate the radiation deterioration, we need to have appropriate understand-
ing of the location of structures exposed to the critical level of radiation. These structures
are usually located on the interior layers of NPPs. As it will be explained further, the
primary containment is the border of radiation protection in NPPs. There are usually two
types of RC walls: shell and box walls. Appropriate representative Reinforced Concrete
(RC) elements chose to analyze. Geometry, material properties, and loading conditions of
the elements chose based on the existing Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs). Degradation fac-
tors, which represent the critical levels of radiation, are selected based on the experimental
results from literature.
3.1 Membrane Elements Studied in This Study
RC membrane elements are chosen to study the effects of the radiation degradation on RC
structures in NPPs. RC structures in NPPs are mostly RC walls, so membrane elements
are appropriate representative elements for the whole structures. The RC panels studied
in this research are selected in the way that can represent actual properties of the elements
in NPPs, which are exposed to high levels of radiation. Discussions on the selection of the
RC panel properties are described in Section 3.3.
There are four types of RC panels: R1, R2, R3, and R4. The general form of the
RC panels is shown in Figure 3.1. Details of the membrane elements are explained in the
following section.
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Figure 3.1: General form of the RC panels are analyzed in this study
3.1.1 Geometry Properties
The geometry properties of the RC panels can be divided into two categories: cross section
and reinforcing steel geometry properties. For the cross sections of the elements, dimensions
of the element are important. The RC panels have rectangular cross section l×t, in which l
and t are length and thickness of the elements respectively. The analysis that is done in this
study is on shear stress-strain relationship of the elements. Elements have unit length since
stress-strain relationships are dimension independent. Concrete thickness of the elements
is the only cross section geometry property that will be asked for the numerical solution,
which is explained in Section 3.2. The concrete thickness value of 380 mm is assumed for
all the elements.
Geometry properties of the reinforcing steel include reinforcement ratio in x and y direc-
tions, bars diameters, and steel layout. Elements R1, R2, R3, and R4 can be distinguished
by their reinforcement ratios ρ. The elements have the same amount of reinforcement ratio
ρ in x and y direction. The values of ρx and ρy are equal to 0.9, 1.35, 1.88, and 3 % for the
elements R1, R2, R3, and R4, respectively. Reinforcement ratios are chosen from different
locations of RC walls in NPPs, which are exposed to high levels of radiation. Bar diameter
is selected as JD 29 based on the actual bar diameter in RC walls in NPPs. The reinforcing
steel is distributed into the two layers at bottom and top of the cross section in x and y
directions. The steel distribution of the element R1 is shown in Figure 3.2 as an example.
Distance of the bottom layer of steel to the top and bottom level (d and c) of the cross
section is x and y direction is kept constant for all of the elements. So, distance between
the bars a will change by changing the reinforcement ratio of the elements. The details of
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Figure 3.2: Specimens series R details
the steel distribution are available in Table 3.1 for the elements R1, R2, R3, and R4.
3.1.2 Material Properties
Material properties of RC panels are divided into concrete and reinforcing steel properties.
As shown in Table 3.2, mechanical properties of concrete, such as compressive and tensile
strength, will be entered in our analysis. Concrete compressive strength f ′c is chosen as
27.6 MPa (4000 PSI) for all of the elements. The value of f ′c is selected based on the
data available from shielding structures in existing NPPs (Section 3.3). Tensile strength,
compressive, and tensile stress-strain of concrete are chosen using the analysis method ex-
plained in Section 3.2. Reinforcing steel used for the RC panels is the standard steel ASTM
A-615 grade 60. The yielding strength of the reinforcing steel is 414 MPa which satisfy
the maximum yielding strength of the the code ACI-349 for safety-related RC structures
in NPPs (415 MPa). The reinforcing steel properties such as the elastic modulus, strain
hardening, rupture strain, and ultimate strain are available in Section 3.2.
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Table 3.1: Steel distribution of the elements R1, R2, R3, and R4






















R1 0.9 28.6 642 284 96 252 128 375
R2 1.35 28.6 642 284 96 252 128 250
R3 1.88 28.6 642 284 96 252 128 180
R4 3 28.6 642 284 96 252 128 113
a dx and dy are distance of the bottom layer to the top of the cross section in x
and y direction shown in Figure 3.2
b cx and xy are distance of the bottom layer to the bottom of the cross section in
x and y direction
c ax and ay are distance between the reinforcing steel in x and y direction
Table 3.2: Material properties of the elements R1, R2, R3, and R4











a 27.6 (4000 psi) 1.7 (247 psi) 25 414 (60,000 psi)
a Ri represents R1, R2, R3, and R4.
b ag is maximum aggregate size used in the concrete mix design.
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3.1.3 Degradation Factors
Three critical levels of radiation are assumed degradation levels 1, 2, and 3 (D1, D2,
and D3). Each degradation level represents two issues: fast neutron fluence, which the
RC panels are exposed to, and strength reduction values corresponding to the neutron
fluences. Firstly, high levels of fast neutron radiation that concrete may experience in a
NPP is studied for the each level of degradation. As explained in Section 2.5.3, fast neutron
radiation fluences are achieved by concrete during long time. The neutron fluences are
calculated by multiplying time to the constant fast neutron fluxes. The constant neutron
fluxes mentioned in the literature varied between 3 × 1010n/cm2 and 3 × 1012n/cm2 .
Constant fast neutron fluxes 3 × 1010n/cm2 and 3 × 1011n/cm2 can produce fast neutron
fluences 3.78× 1019n/cm2 and 3.78× 1021n/cm2 after 40 years in the NPP, which are close
to thresholds provided by American and European codes.
Second consideration for the each level of degradation is amount of deterioration that
the neutron fluences will produce. Neutron fluences assumed for this study are the critical
radiation levels that deteriorate concrete significantly. As shown in Table 2.14, compressive
strength of concrete will be reduced by the fast neutron fluneces 2 × 1019n/cm2, 2 ×
1020n/cm2, and 2 × 1020n/cm2 by the average values 95, 72, and 40 %. As mentioned in
Section 2.5.2, tensile strength of concrete also reduces from 20 to 80 % for the radiation
level 5× 1019n/cm2.
Table 3.3 shows that the RC panels studied in this thesis are exposed to degradation
levels D1, D2, and D3 with the compressive strength reduction values equal to the average
of the ranges shown in Table 2.14. Degradation levels are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.
Three tensile strength reduction factors are assumed for the degradation levels D1, D2,
and D3 which coincide with the lower, average and upper bounds of the reduction range
between 20 to 80 %. Undegraded elements are also examined to compare the results of the
degraded elements.
3.1.4 Loading Scenarios
The RC panels analyzed in this research are under 6 different loading scenarios numerated
bellow:
1. Pure shear
2. Shear plus biaxial tension
3. Shear plus biaxial compression
4. Shear plus biaxial tension-compression
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Table 3.3: Degradation levels assumed in this study based on the













Ua 0 0 0 0
D1 1.58× 1010 2× 1019 0.95 0.8
D2 1.58× 1011 2× 1020 0.725 0.5
D3 1.58× 1012 2× 1021 0.4 0.2
a U represents the undegraded level
b A neutron fluence is accumulative radiation of a constant neutron flux
after 40 years
Figure 3.3: Degradation levels 1, 2, and 3 are assumed for the degradation factors of
compressive strength in the analysis of the RC panels
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Figure 3.4: Degradation levels 1, 2, and 3 are assumed for the degradation factors of tensile
strength in the analysis of the RC panels
5. Shear plus uniaxial tension
6. Shear plus uniaxial compression
Loading conditions are chosen based on the most probable conditions that RC panels
exposed to high levels of radiation may experience. It has been noticed that compressive
strength reduction as a result of radiation degradation is a serious problem for shear ca-
pacity rather than flexural capacity of the RC members. Hence, shear strength of the RC
panels are analyzed for degradation levels U, D1, D2, and D3. As it will be fully explained
in Section 3.3.4, loading scenarios can be distinguished by two variables: ratio of axial loads
in x and y direction fx
fy
and ratio of shear to axial load vxy
fx
. Different loading conditions
and assumed loading ratios, used in this study, are shown in Table 3.4.
3.2 Analytical Method Used in This Study
RC structures such as offshore oil platforms, nuclear containment structures and their
internal structures show a very complex behavior under extreme loading conditions. At the
same time, high levels of safety should be provided for these types of structures regarding
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Table 3.4: Loading conditions that are studied in this research
Loading Category Element fxfy
vxy
fx
fx : fy : vxy Loading Pattern
Pure shear PRia − L001 - - 0:0:1
BTRi− L111 1 1 1:1:1
Shear-biaxial ten-
sion
BTRi− L112 1 2 1:1:2
BTRi− L114 1 4 1:1:4
BCRi− L111 1 -1 -1:-1:1
Shear-biaxial ten-
sion
BCRi− L112 1 -2 -1:-1:2
BCRi− L114 1 -4 -1:-1:4




BTCRi− L112 -1 -2 1:-1:2
BTCRi− L114 -1 -4 1:-1:4
UTRi− L101 - 1 1:0:1
Shear-uniaxial
tension
UTRi− L102 - 2 1:0:2
UTRi− L104 - 4 1:0:4
UCRi− L101 - -1 -1:0:1
Shear-uniaxial
compression
UCRi− L102 - -2 -1:0:2
UCRi− L104 - -4 -1:0:4
a Ri represents elements R1, R2, R3, and R4.
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to human and environment health. Hence, scientists have worked for more than a century
to establish appropriate theories to formulate behavior of these structures. These theories
are based on scale models that can be generalized to the whole structures. Membrane
elements can be analyzed as a scale model for RC walls in NPPs.
Shear design and analysis of RC structures in NPPs, which are mostly wall type, is a
challenging issue. Effect of irradiation is more considerable on shear design of such complex
structures. So, it is important to find an appropriate theory that can properly illustrate
behavior of membrane elements under specific loading conditions. As explained in the
following section, the Modified Compression Field Theory (MCFT) is one of the best ones
for this purpose.
Membrane-2000 is a nonlinear finite element method that uses MCFT to analyze RC
panels under different loading scenarios. The procedure of the computation will be fully
explained in this section. Primary element details will be completed during the analysis
with Membrane-2000. Geometrical and material properties need to be defined for RC
panels completely by using Membrane-2000. Different options for the element properties
are also available in the following sections.
3.2.1 The Modified Compression Field Theory(MCFT)
The MCFT is developed in 1982 by Vecchio’s experimental results of 30 RC panels under
different combination of shear and normal stresses. The theory is based on the Compres-
sion Field Theory [43] [14]. The most important difference between CFT and MCFT is
considering tensile potential of concrete between cracks in calculations. The theory is pub-
lished in American Concrete Institute journal in 1986 by Vecchio and Mitchell [63]. The
final form was completed by two small changes in 1987 [13]. MCFT is a sectional analysis
that can be a rational one for the conventional flexure analysis specially for RC elements
subjected to shear as well as compression and tension. The first core of the theory is de-
veloped from membrane elements which can be found in complex structures in Figure 3.5.
A more complete example can be seen in Figure 3.6
MCFT is a theory that consider cracked RC members as new material with new stress-
strain relationship based on the average stress and average strain. As shown in Figure 3.8,
for having average stress and average strain, section should have been cracked. The most
critical part of the theory is checking compatibility between average and real stresses in a
cracked RC member same as all theories, MCFT has its own constitutive equations that
satisfy equilibrium and compatibility conditions shown in Figure 3.7. Constitutive model-
ing of MCFT needs theoretical relationships based on Mohr’s circle for stress and strain
separately. Experimental work should also be conducted for finding empirical equations
that complete the model by giving the stress-strain relationship.
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Figure 3.5: Structures include membrane elements[63]
Figure 3.6: Reinforced concrete panel with complete loading scenario[16]
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Figure 3.7: Constitutive equations of the MCFT[63]
Figure 3.8: Average strain in a cracked membrane element[63]
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Theoretical Part
Compatibility and equilibrium conditions of the elements are studied the elements in the-
oretical part to build average-principal strain and average-principal stress relationships
respectively in this part.
The first important assumption regarding to compatibility is having the same strain
for concrete, reinforcing steel and reinforced concrete (εsx = εcx = εx and εsy = εcy = εy).
In this stage, relationship between average strains (εx,εy and γxy) and principal strains (ε1
and ε2) are built by strain Mohr’s circle. Equations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are used later for



















Stresses in the element should follow equilibrium conditions for all sections as well.
Figure 3.9 shows equilibrium conditions for stresses for a section on a membrane element
in y direction and the same formula cab be derived for x direction. There are two basic
assumptions to get Equations 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7; continuous concrete cross section by ignoring
the area of bars and no shear resistance by reinforcing steel in Equation 3.4 (νsx = νsy =
0).
νxy = νcx + ρsx.νsx = νcy + ρsyνsy (3.4)
fx = fcx + ρsx.fsx (3.5)
fy = fcy + ρsy.fsy (3.6)
νxy = νcx = νcy (3.7)
Average and principal stress relationship is computed by Equations 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10
Using Mohr’s circle for concrete stress that is shown in Figure 3.10
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Figure 3.9: Equilibrium conditions in x direction [63]




fcy = fc1 − νcxy. tan θc (3.9)





There are three assumptions that are numerated bellow in this part:
1. fsx = Es.εx > fyx
2. fsy = Es.εy > fxy
3. θc = θ
Assumptions number 1 and 2 are because of assuming the bilinear uniaxial stress-strain
relationship for the reinforcing steel. Assumption 3 means the principal stress and principal
strain direction is coincided.
Thirty RC panels subjected to pure shear, shear and biaxial compression or tension
and shear with uniaxial compression and tension were examined by Vecchio in 1982 to
derive tensile and compressive stress-strain relationship of concrete for completing MCFT.
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Figure 3.10: Stress and strain condition for the modified compression field theory for
membrane elements [63]
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Figure 3.11: Empirical stress-strain relationship[63]
Experimental details are available in reference [62]. Stresses applied to the elements (fx,
fy and vxy) and strains due to stresses (εx, εy and γxy) are measured by equipments.
fc1, and fc2 are calculating from εx, εy and γxy by the steps numerated bellow:
1. Known εx, εy and γxy →using standard reinforcement stress-strain relationship →fsx
and fsy are known
2. Using Equations 3.5 and 3.6 →fcx and fcy are known
3. using Equations 3.8 and 3.9 →fc1 is known
4. Using Equation 3.10 →fc2 is known
In this step,ε1, ε2, εx, and εy are known. Next step is finding relationship between stress
and strain from the correlating data shown in Figure 3.11.
Vecchio suggested Equations 3.11 and 3.12 for concrete compressive and Equation 3.13
for tensile stress-strain relationships before cracking (ε1 > εcr) and Equation 3.15 for after
cracking (tension stiffening). Coefficient 200 for the tension stiffening changed to 500 in
1987 by examining of larger elements that is done by Collins and Mitchel [16]. Bentz
also introduced Equations 3.16 and 3.17 by replacing coefficient with term 3.6m in 1998
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The most important part of the theory is checking the concrete tensile stress (f2) to be sure
that equilibrium conditions are satisfied at a crack and the tensile stress is transferred by
concrete between cracks. MCFT is using the bare-bar stress strain relationship for reinforc-
ing steel. So, the tensile stress transmission should be check at crack location. Neglecting
crack check included in MCFT showed more than 30 % non conservative results [29]. Crack
check provided by MCFT in 1986 is explained in a simple example by Collins in 1998 [15]
and illustrated with details for 1D, 2D, and 3D nodes by Bentz [5].We are going to briefly
explain 2D crack check that is used in Membrane-2000.
Two checks should be done for a membrane element (an orthogonally RC panel sub-
jected to biaxial and shear loading). First check is for ensuring that the steel stress of
bare bars at the crack in x and y directions (fsxcr and fsycr) never exceed yield stresses
of bare bars(fyx and fyy). Second check is provided to be ensure that the shear stress on
crack for yielding in both directions is not more than the allowable shear stress based on
the crack width (vci = minimum (vcimax1 and vcimax2)). These checks will be provided by
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of local stresses at a crack with calculated average stresses[63]
minimizing the value of principal tension of the element by getting the minimum value of
four different tensions calculating from tensile stress due to material properties (f1a), the
maximum allowed tensile stress without shear on the crack (f1b) and the maximum allowed
tensile stress from x and y directions with shear on crack (f1c and f1d).
f1a could be calculated by Equations 3.15 or 3.16 or other tension stiffening allowed
in Membrane-2000 like Izumo, Tamai and elasto-plastic [59] and [33]. f1b is calculated by
considering no shear force on the crack by using the following equation:
f1b = f1cx cos
2 θ + f1cy sin
2 θ where, f1cx = ρx(fyx − fsx) f1cy = ρy(fyy − fsy) The last
two checking is provided to be sure that elements are in equilibrium conditions on crack.
Figure 3.12 shows stresses in a cracked plane and uncracked plane in a cracked RC panel.
Regarding to equilibrium conditions, Equations 3.18 and 3.19 can be derived for x and y
directions respectively when f ′ci assumed to be zero.
fsxρx sin θ + fc1 cos(90− θ) = vci cos θ + fsxcrρx sin θ (3.18)
fsyρx cos θ + fc1 sin(90− θ) = vci sin θ + fsxcrρx cos θ (3.19)
f1c and f1d are calculated from equations above in the form of Equations 3.20 and 3.21




f1d = f1cy + min(vcimax1, vcimax2). tan θ (3.21)
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vcimax1 is shear resistance of the concrete at the crack due to the aggregate interlock. It





0.31 + 24 w
a+16
(3.22)
Where, w (crack width) is calculated from the equation bellow and a is the maximum
aggregate size. w = ε1.Sθ Sθ calculated from the equation bellow, where Smx and Smy are







vcimax2 is the shear stress due to the equilibrium available in Equa-
tion 3.12. It is calculated by adding Equations 3.20 and 3.21 and considering equal values
for f1c and f1d.
vcimax2 =
|f1cx − f1cy|
tan θ + 1
tan θ
(3.23)
Finally, the crack check is done by taking the minimum value of f1a, f1b, f1c, and f1d.
3.2.2 Membrane-2000
Membrane-2000 is one of the four nonlinear finite element programs; Membrane-2000,
Response-2000, Triax-2000, and Shell-2000 that Dr. Evan Bentz developed based on MCFT
in 2000. Response-2000 measures the load-deformation response of RC structural elements
like; beams and columns by using MCFT. Triax-2000 is used to understand behavior of a
general 3D RC box. Shell-2000 is a complete version of membrane that could analyze plates
and shells that are subjected in-plane and out-plane loading that are shown in Figure 3.26.
Membrane-2000 analyzes RC membrane elements subjected to in-plane stresses; Nx,
Ny, and vxy. It is a free program found on the University of Toronto web site [5].A manual
for all the programs is also available online [6].
Input Data
Membrane elements define general by quick define tool box that is shown in Figure 3.13. It
is divided into three categories; concrete, reinforcing detail in x, and y directions. Table 3.5
is an example of one element properties in the quick define. Figure 3.14 is the basic cross
section produced by the quick define.
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Figure 3.13: Quick define window in Membrane-2000





ρx = ρy fxy = fyy MPa Bar Reinforcing
Steel






All dimensions in millimetres

















Loading (Nx,Nx,Vxy + dNx,dNy,dVxy)
 0.00 mm/m






2 layers of  JD29 @  375 mm 2 layers of  JD29 @  375 mm
Concrete
εc' = 1.93 mm/m
fc' =  27.6 MPa
a =   25 mm
ft = 1.70 MPa (auto)
Rebar
εs =  80.0 mm/m
fu =  621 MPa
x-steel, fy= 414
y-steel, fy= 414
Figure 3.14: Membrane section built by quick define
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Figure 3.15: Material properties can be defined in Membrane-2000
Material properties of the cross section can be modified in details by using define option
in tool box or double clicking in the cross section. Changes are done for the example element
in the following sections. By double clicking on the concrete stress-strain curve, Figure 3.15
appears. Then, Concrete, non-prestress steel, and prestressed steel properties in details
are available to change.
Concrete Properties: Five types of concrete can be defined for sections in Response-
2000 and it could be done in the part type list. However, this box does not work
for Membrane-2000 and it can get only one type of concrete. So, we had to modify
every time when the degradation factor is going to be entered.
Concrete compressive strength is obtained from ABWR design and it is the same
as what was in the quick define. The main changes are done for the stress-strain
relationship of concrete that are shown in Figures 3.16.
Material properties of concrete can be defined as follow:
1. Cylinder strength (f ′c): Compressive strength of cylinder tests during the con-
struction is 27.6 MPa (4000 PSI) in ABWR design.
2. Tension strength (ft): Tension strength is a function of f
′
c that is automati-
cally calculated by default Equation 3.24. It could be also manually entered by
users calculated from different equations like ACI shear cracking model that is
calculated by Equation 3.25 or other values.
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Figure 3.16: Concrete properties can be defined in Membrane-2000
Table 3.6: Peak strain for varieties of f
′
c [16]
f ′c MPa 20.7 24.1 27.6 34.5 41.4 55.2 69.0 82.7 110.0
ε
′
c × 1000 1.88 1.91 1.94 2.03 2.13 2.33 2.53 2.71 3.07








c is also calculated automatically based on default values
available in Table 3.6
4. Aggregate size (a): Maximum aggregate size is 19 mm by default, but 25 mm
is chosen according to the Japanese concrete mix design and Standard Specifi-
cation for Concrete Aggregates (ASTM C33).
5. Tension stiff factor: tension stiff factor (tsfactor) is related to the tension stiff-
ening and its default value is 1.0 for Membrane-2000.
6. Base curve: There are different empirical stress-strain relationships for concrete
in compression: linear, parabolic, Popovics-thorenfeldt-collins, elasto-plastic,
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and segmental(user defined curve). Base curve for concrete in NPPs can be lin-
ear elastic or bilinear [52]. Popovics-thorenfeldt-collins is the base curve chosen
for the elements in this thesis.
7. Compression softening: Post peak behavior of the concrete in compression is
called compression softening. It could be calculated by different empirical equa-





8. Tension stiffening: Tensile stress-strain curve of concrete after cracking is known
as tension stiffening part. Usually this part is ignored for RC structures in NPPs.
However, MCFT counts tensile strength of concrete between cracks and has a
crack check for this contribution. Empirical equations for tension stiffening that
Membrane-2000 can consider is available in Table 3.8.
Reinforcing Steel Properties: Reinforcing steel properties are modified in the window
that is shown in Figure 3.17. Rebar details can be entered by the custom type of
the reinforcing steel or standard groups of reinforcement in Membrane-2000 that are
available in Table 3.9. Es has default value 2 × 105 MPa for all types of steel and
it is very close to the limit of ACI-349 available in Section 3.3.2. As mentioned in
Section 3.3.2, the reinforcing steel used in the safety related structures in ABWRs is
from ASTM A615 Grade 60 Ksi standard group. All changes in this step should be
done for steel in the both x and y directions.
Reinforcing Steel Layout: is modified in details by double clicking on X-Reinforcement
and Y-Reinforcement part of the Figure 3.14. As shown in Figure 3.18, reinforcements
can be individual or distributed layers. There is an ability to define more than one
type of reinforcement for an element.
Information changes for individual and distributed layers are available in Table 3.10.
Reinforcement layout of all elements analyzed are distributed. Layout details of
the example element is available in Table 3.10. These values are suggested by the
program when reinforcement ratio and bar diameter is defined by the quick define.
Some considerations should be provide here for elements such as the controlling
minimum concrete cover by ACI-349 and ASME codes. The minimum clear cover
available in ACI-349 is 80 mm. This condition is not satisfied for the elements by
suggested 22 minimum clear cover n Membrane-2000. Hence, the reinforcing cover
is changed here based on R series elements of Korean experiments that is shown in
Figure 3.2.
Crack Spacing: in Membrane-2000 can be defined manually or automatically by the soft-
ware. Crack spaces automatically calculated based on Collins and Mitchell suggestion
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Table 3.7: Compression softening models available in Membrane-2000
Compression softening model Softening parameter
Vecchio-Collins 1982 β = 1
0.85−0.27 ε1
ε2




Vecchio-Collins 1992-A β = 1
1.0+KcKf




f ′c ? 1







ε1 < 1.2× 10−3 β = 1.0
1.2× 10−3 < ε1 < 4.4× 10−3 β = 1.15− 125ε1
ε1 > 4.4× 10−3 β = 0.6
Noguchi et al β =
1










θ = 45, 90 Kσ = 400
θ = 45 Kε = 550
θ = 90 Kε = 160
































Table 3.8: Tension stiffening models available in Membrane-2000
Tension stiffening model Equation
None No tension stiffening















)0.4 ε1 > 2εcr







ft = Ec × εcr ε2 < εcr
ft = fcr ε2 > εcr





, m = Ac
Σdbπ
Figure 3.17: Reinforcing steel properties of the element R1 can be defined in Membrane-
2000
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Table 3.9: Standard reinforcing steel available in Membrane-2000







ASTM A615 Grade 40 Ksi 276 20 120 483
ASTM A615 Grade 60 Ksi 414 15 80 621
ASTM A706 Grade 60 Ksi 414 15 120 552
CSA G30.12 300 MPa 300 20 110 450
CSA G30.12 400 MPa 400 15 80 600
CSA G30.16 400 MPa Weldable 400 15 130 550
1030 MPa Dywidag Bars 800 10 40 1030
1080 MPa Dywidag Bars 820 10 40 1080
Figure 3.18: Reinforcing steel layout details of the element R1
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Table 3.10: Reinforcing steel layout
Individual Reinforcement Distributed reinforcement reinforcement layout of SR1
In-Plane Spacing In-Plane Spacing 589
Bar Designation Bar Designation JD29
- Number of Layers 2
- Distance to Top 340
Distance from Bottom Distance to Bottom 40
Prestrain - -
Rebar Type Rebar Type X steel and Y steel
by equation below:




Where, c is the largest diagonal distance between a bar and any point in the concrete,
db is the diameter of the nearest bar, and ρx is percentage of reinforcing steel in x
direction. Crack spacing in y direction Smy will be calculated same as x direction [16].
Degradation Factor
Radiation deterioration on the mechanical properties of the safety class RC structures and
radiation thresholds available in different codes are reviewed in Section 2.5.
As shown in Figure 2.13 and Table 2.14, compressive strength of the concrete reduces by
95%, 72.5% and 40% for 2×1019, 2×1020, and 2×1021n/cm2 levels of radiation, respectively.
As can be seen from experimental results, another factor for radiation deterioration is
tensile reduction factor. Tensile strength of concrete is even more affected by high level
of radiation. As explained in Section 2.5.2, tensile strength of concrete is reduced by an
amount between 20 and 82 % for 5 × 1019n/cm2 fluence. Average of this interval (51%
tensile reduction) is considered as degradation factor for the first level of degradation.
There is no information available about tensile reduction in higher levels of degradation.
So, it is assumed that 51% is the minimum tensile reduction for other levels of radiation
that can be chosen for degradation levels 2 and 3.
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Figure 3.19: Load definition in Membrane-2000
Load Applied
Membrane element loads are in-plane loadings; Nx,Ny, and vxy. Magnitude of loads are
not important because the solution method explained in the following section is working
with the ratio of loads. It should be noticed that the sign of the load ratios is important
for program to recognize tension and compression. Tension load ratio is positive and
compression is negative. As shown in Figure 3.19, loads that are applied to the elements
can be constant or monotonic or combination of them. If concrete is shrunk, shrinkage will
be considered when load patterns are defined by entering thermal and the shrinkage strain
of concrete.
Shrinkage of steel is considered as prestrain in the reinforcement properties. The shrink-
age effect is ignored in this thesis, however, it is suggested for further research to count
contribution of shrinkage in damaged RC panels in NPPs.
Monotonic loads starts from zero and increase incrementally till ultimate capacity of
the elements and value in the right column represent load increments for monotonically
loading condition. When axial increments in x and y direction are zero, loading scenario is
pure shear. Obviously, shear increments must be non zero since the MCFT is for elements
subjected to shear. Left column shows the value of constant loads and they could be zero
for axial and shear loads. If combination of constant and increments are applied, constant
value is the value that analysis starts and increments are applicable after that level. All
elements analyzed in this thesis are assumed under monotonic loading and the constant





loading variables for the RC panels. All load cases considering two variables for each
element are available in Table 3.4. Biaxial compression increments are same as biaxial
tension ones, but with the negative sign for the axial increments.
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3.3 Discussion on the Selection of Membrane Elements
The geometrical and material properties of the RC panels and the loading scenarios for
the analysis are chosen based on the study of existing NPPs. The experimental studies
that are done for analyzing the shear mechanism is the RC structures in NPPs is also
reviewed. Discussions on the selection of details of the RC panels, are available in the
following section. First, different RC structural systems in NPPs, which are susceptible to
the radiation deterioration, are studied. Then, the critical parts of the structures that are
exposed to the critical levels of radiation are studied to select appropriate element details.
Finally, the loading scenarios that are applicable for the RC panels in NPPs are chosen for
the analysis.
3.3.1 RC Panels from Containment
As mentioned in Chapter 2, containment is a cylindrical wall that could be analyzed by the
conventional shell theory. Reinforced concede panels extracted from these structures are
analyzed by researchers to explain the exact behavior of whole structure under different
possible load conditions during their life time. Variables for RC panels in experimental work
are: concrete compressive strength, reinforcement ratio in x direction, reinforcement ratio
in y direction, thickness, load applied, ratio of axial and shear loads, etc. RC panels are
chosen from experiments performed by researchers who are working on structural behavior
of RC structures in NPPs to have the reasonable geometry, material properties, and load
applied to analyze.
Elements S, R1, R2, and R3, called RC panels, have been reviewed by Korean re-
searchers in Korean atomic institutes to find their cracking behavior when they are sub-
jected to biaxial tension [11], [12], [40]. Some studies use the volume control technique to
analyze RC shells failure [25].
Reinforcement ratios of R1, R2, and R3, based on Korea existing RC containment
structures, are shown in Figure 3.20. It is noticed that the reinforcement ratio should be
chosen beyond the appropriate value to avoid cracking due to reinforcement yielding. This
is considered by choosing a limit as 0.8 % for R series of elements. Minimum reinforcement
ratio is also calculated for RC walls of an ABWR based on equation 3.27 [18]. Since fy is






We add one more higher reinforced element from a solved example in manual of ASME
code [52]. Element R4 is from the bottom portion of the wall close to the base. As can
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Figure 3.20: Reinforcement ratios of existing containment[12]
Table 3.11: RC panels details
Elements ρx% ρy% Φ t mm f
′
c MPa fy MPa
S 0.85 0.85 D35 600 40.5 400
R1 0.9 0.9 D29 380 44 400
R2 1.35 1.35 D29 380 36.6 400
R3 1.88 1.88 D29 380 43.4 400
ASME-bottom (R4) 3.01 3.01 # 18 600 40 400
ASME-top 1.51 1.51 # 18 600 40 400
be seen from design details available in Figure 3.21, ρx and ρy are equal and around 3 %
at bottom of the cylinder. The reason for this reinforcement ratio is to cover parts of the
primary containment structures and internal RC walls that are located in highly reinforced
areas like connections and hatches. Table 3.11 represents panels S, R1, R2, R3, R4 and
elements from ASME manual example.
3.3.2 RC Panels from Safety Class Structures in NPP
RC Structures might be exposed to high level of radiation are located in safety class
structure category in NPPs. Concrete can be high level of radiation. Our definition for
radiation in the degradation mechanism is described in Section 2.5. Radiation sources in
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Figure 3.21: ASME manual example of RC containment[52]
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NPPs can be internal like, the reactor core and fuel storage, or external like, external waste
casks. RC structures that are closer to these sources are more susceptible to irradiation.
However, it is very difficult to find design properties of these structures in the literature.
The only document found, which has fairly good information, and used is Advanced
Boiler Water Reactors (ABWR) design [21]. An ABWR is a single-cycle, force-circulation
that has a boiling-water reactor, with a rated power of 3926 MWt, designed by General
Electric Nuclear Energy. All design certifications should be evaluated every several years
by Nuclear Regularity Commission (NRC). Final safety evaluation of this kind of NPP was
performed in 1994 [17] and was approved by NRC in 1997.
The ABWR design document helps us to find RC elements that are exposed to high
levels of radiation. These structures location is obtained from a chapter focusing on the
threshold in different environmental conditions such as radiation, temperature, etc. Radi-
ation zones are detected and explained in the following section.
Radiation Zones in Containment
The ABWR design document (Appendix I chapter 3) has specified requirements for qual-
ifying environmental condition of safety related systems and equipments. Environmental
parameters considered in this evaluation are: pressure, temperature, relative humidity,
radiation, and chemical conditions. Hence, plant zones that are subject to the radiation
are clarified in this part. ABWR is divided into two parts: inside primary containment
and out side primary containment (reactor, control, and turbine buildings), as shown in
Figure 3.22. Each part is going to be limited for two level of conditions: plant normal oper-
ating condition (including test and abnormal environment conditions) and plant accident
condition.
Inside primary containment is the only location that structures and systems are ex-
posed to neutron fluxes [21]. Neutron fluences are important during long period of time,
so for accident condition only gamma and beta fluxes are important and are considered
not neutron fluxes. As shown in Figure 3.23, ares exposed to neutron inside primary con-
tainment are upper drywell area, upper area of lower drywell, lower area of lower drywell,
and Wetwell area (suppression pool and airspace)[21].
Structures Exposed to Radiation
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, shields and SNF are the most critical areas that may con-
tribute to the radiation damage. Appendix H, Chapter 3 of The ABWR design documents
includes design details of seismic category I structures, as shown in Tables 3.12 and 3.13.
RC walls in reactor and radwaste building are mostly under consideration for this study.
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Figure 3.22: Inside and outside of primary containment (ABWR)[21]
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Figure 3.23: Radiation zones in primary containment vessel (ABWR)[21]
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Reinforcement ratio, axial load, and shear load ratios of RC walls are calculated from
Tables 3.12 and 3.13 and are available in Table 3.14.
RC walls subjected to high levels of radiation are interior walls. Their location can be
detected by the number of the element available in Tables 3.12 and 3.13. However, it is
not possible to find exact location of the elements, because the drawings of the ABWR
design document are not accessible due to the security considerations by NRC. Collection
of pieces of information could guide us to see the location of elements that were more
likely to be exposed to high level of radiation. For instance, it is known that evaluation of
compartment walls that are usually used for radwaste are located between elevations -8200
and 12300 mm. Considering these points, elements located between elevation 17150 and
roof are eliminated.
3.3.3 Element Details
Design details from the ABWR design show that elements chosen from Korean and Japanese
experiments could be applicable for safety related elements with some changes. Similarities
are the close reinforcement ratio range, the steel yield strength, and the element thickness.
Two series of RC wall details are available from the ABWR design document: general
RC wall details, which are shown in Tables 3.12 and 3.13 and also detail providing for shear
checking of RC walls subjected to High Energy Line Break (HELB). HELB evaluation is
necessary to provide shear reinforcement [21] required for shear and non shear RC walls in
reactor buildings. Tables 3.15 and 3.16 show results of this evaluation for an ABWR.
ABWR RC wall information available in Tables 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16, show that the
wall thickness varies between 250 mm to 1600mm. Limit of 380 mm for the thickness
is considered in the ABWR design code to minimize the harmful effect of tornado like:
penetration, perforation, or spalling. Element thickness (380 mm) is chosen half of the real
wall thickness(720) to have an appropriate prediction of the wall behavior form element
response in Korean research [11]. Hence, Korean element thickness satisfies the ABWR
limitation.
Another consideration for choosing thickness comes from dependency of radiation ex-
posure to concrete thickness, as mentioned by Hilsdorf, according to data from biological
shield of ORNL done by Blosser (see Figure 3.24). It is shown that first 305 mm of the
shield is the most affected area by radiation. Reviewing all conditions shows that 380 mm
thickness used by Korean experiments is good for RC panels are subjected to the critical
levels of radiation.
Another experiments proved the effect of the concrete thickness on strength reduction
in shields is an experimental test on a shielding wall of a 20-year-old NPP in Ontario,
Canada. the Shielding wall is a cylinder with 2.14 meter thickness. Specimens of Ontario
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Table 3.12: Reinforced concrete wall design forces and reinforcement in ABWR de-
sign(continues)[21]
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Table 3.13: Reinforced concrete wall design forces and reinforcement in ABWR design[21]
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Table 3.14: Reinforcement ratios and loading ratios of RC walls in ABWR





2809 0.8176 1.0859 0.95 1.41
2781 0.4916 1.0734 0.95 1.41
2730 -17.3556 5.4904 2.12 2.12
3448 -2.1154 1.1159 2.12 2.12
2474 -0.7256 -0.3659 2.12 0.95
2437 11.7470 -0.8193 2.12 0.95
3133 -0.4129 -0.3491 2.12 0.95
3757 0.7733 0.7315 1.10 0.83
3751 6.3636 1.5556 1.70 1.41
3605 -1.1641 -0.5539 1.70 1.41
3632 -2.3932 -1.4286 1.70 1.41
3912 0.5695 0.9836 4.24 3.39
3912 0.5695 0.9836 4.24 3.39
3948 1.3362 -1.2645 4.24 3.39
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Figure 3.24: Distribution of concrete compressive strength over thickness of biological
shield of ORNL-Graphite reactor[27]
Hydro investigation were not selected from the inner 300 mm thickness of the shield due to
safety provision of the reactor. However, they also found the different strength reduction
between 10 to 20 % based on the distance of drilled core to the reactor core in the remain
1.84 meter thickness of the shield. The cores closer to the reactor had higher strength
reduction compared to the further cores. This confirms Hilsdorf curves in the sense that
first 300 mm thickness of the shield has higher than 20 % strength reduction[45].
The main difference of these elements with containment elements is lower compressive
strength. The property f ′c of concrete is considered as 27.6 MPa (4000 PSI) for safety
related elements of NPPs.
Reinforcing steel is deformed billet steel ASTM A-615 grade 60 with the minimum yield
strength of Fy = 414 MPa. It can be seen that the yield strength of the elements satisfies
the condition of ACI-349 for being less than 415 MPa.
From information available in the ABWR design code, maximum reinforcing number
for RC walls as shields is #11. Since area of reinforcing steel in R series of elements is
around half of #11 bar, JD29 is appropriate for RC panels analyzing in this thesis. Young
modulus of reinforcing steel and concrete are chosen based on standards in Membrane-
2000 and are checked with American codes. Es is 200000 MPa for standard reinforcing
steel ASTM A-615 grade 60 in Membrane-2000 . Ec follows Vecchio 1986 stress-strain
relationship and ACI-349 uses the following equation for calculating Ec (f
′





Table 3.15: ABWR details of shear walls exposed to high energy line break[21]
Table 3.16: ABWR details of non-shear walls exposed to high energy line break[21]
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3.3.4 Loading Scenarios for RC Panels
The conventional shell theory (membrane theory) for cylinders can be used for containment
and internal vessels like drywell walls. As shown in Figure 3.25, a membrane element is
extracted from a cylinder by the coordinate x and the angle ϕ [60]. Axial loads Nϕ and
Nx are the tensile stress caused by the internal pressure. Nxϕ, which is applied in the
tangential direction, is tangential shear and Nϕx, which is applied in the axial direction
of the cylinder, is called axial shear. The shear stress is produced by lateral loads like
earthquake. If the element is chosen small enough, it is an appropriate assumption that









A concrete cylindrical shell containment with vessel diameter 10 times greater than
vessel thickness does not require the triaxial stress state. Hence, containment structures
are designed for the hoop and meridian stresses 2.2. Equations 3.28 and 3.29 are used
to show the relationship between pressure P , hoop stress Nϕx, and meridian stress Nx
in pressure vessels. These equations show that the ratio of axial loading for hoop and








where P : Internal pressure, t: the cylinder thickness, and r: the inside radius of cylinder.
Since all the elements in this thesis are membrane elements, so radial or any other out
of plane load conditions like the twisting moment (Txy shown in Figure3.6 ) or the bending
moment (Mx and Mϕ shown in Figure 3.26) are ignored.
Elements Loading







Figure 3.25: Membrane element with in plane loading[60]
Figure 3.26: Membrane element with out of plane loading [60]
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Figure 3.27: Combined pressurization and tangential shear[54]
6. Shear-uniaxial compression
These load combinations are chosen since they show critical loading cases in NPPs.
Applicability of the elements under these load combinations depends on their location
in the structure. Figure 3.27 shows an element under the shear-biaxial tension loading
condition. When vessels under internal pressure loading are subjected to lateral load like
earthquake, RC walls are under shear-biaxial tension loading condition.
As can be seen from Figure 3.28, RC elements in connection of cylinder with base or
roof are under biaxial compression. Another location that biaxial and uniaxial loadings
are likely to happen in close to openings is shown in Figure 3.28. Numerical methods using
finite element analysis are applied to find complex stress distribution of locations close to
connections.
Load ratios should be close to the real load scenarios that structures are going to face.
So, an appropriate understanding of the structure behavior is provided by the elements
responses. Hence, there are two variables for choosing loading ratios: ratio of axial-shear
loading which is vxy
fx
and ratio of axial load in x and y directions which is fx
fy
.
The first variable is based on experimental works and existing NPPs [8, 62, 42]. Ta-
ble 3.17 shows values used for axial tension and compression of the elements. Since ex-
periments work mostly with the ratio fx
vxy
we will discuss about this ratio and then invert
it to the ratio chosen for this study, which is vxy
fx
. Experimental values show the loading
ratios that RC elements with the different reinforcement ratio and compressive strength
can have. The ratio recorded in experimental is fx
vxy




Figure 3.28: Location of elements under biaxial compression in vessels [65]
experimental loading ratio fx
vxy
is between -0.3 to -0.83 for compression and 0.3 for tension.
A group called ”ABWR” is provided from RC walls existed in an ABWR explained in
Section 3.3.2 and it has value of -0.82 and -1.26 for compression and 0.98 and 1.56 for
tension loading. Another important data considering the axial-shear ratio is provided by
Habasaki et al, shown in Figure 3.29. It shows that range of axial-shear load ratio for
box wall elements is mostly below 1 for box type wall and it arrives at 1.5 for shell wall
elements. Our overall understanding is that higher ratio from experiments are not likely
to be experienced in reactor buildings. By drawing a line with slope 1 on Figure 3.29, it
can be seen that the usual range of loading ratio fx
vxy
is between 0.25 to 1.
At the end, loading values that cover high number of RC wall elements in NPPs are
selected. Hence, 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 are chosen for the ratio of axial load to shear in the anal-
ysis of panels in this thesis. These ratio will be inverted for simplicity and also considering
increasing shear load compare to axial load. So, ratio fx
vxy
equals to 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 will
be enter in the analysis by ratio vxy
fx
equals to 4, 2, and 1.
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Figure 3.29: Relationship of axial load and shear load in actual reactor buildings[26]
Table 3.17: Shear-axial load ratios of experiments and existing NPPs





Compression Experiments Vecchio and Collins 1982 23.8 1.785 1.785 -0.39
20.5 1.785 1.785 -0.69
Mart and Mayboon 28.1 1.59 1.59 -0.38
27.7 1.24 1.24 -0.8
Exiting NPPs ABWR 27.6 2.12 0.95 -0.82
27.6 4.24 3.39 -1.26
Tension Experiments Vecchio and Collins 1982 19 1.785 1.785 0.32
Exiting NPPs ABWR 27.6 1.70 1.44 1.56
27.6 4.24 3.39 0.98
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U-PR1-L001 undegraded pure shear 0.9 L001(0:0:1)
3.3.5 Element Definition
Elements are named based on the geometrical, material, and loading variables. U, D1,
D2, and D3 show the level of radiation for the elements. P and BT are the two loading
scenarios explained in Section 3.3.4. R1, R2, R3, and R4 show the different amount of



















equals to 1, 0.5, and 0.25 respectively.
For instance, L001 and L111 are for the pure shear and Shear-Uniaxial loading. Table 3.18




This chapter discusses the analyze of the shear stress-strain curves for the undegraded and
degraded elements. First, load-deformation curves of the elements are compared to find
significant changes due to degradation. Then, the factors that influence the shear capacity
of the elements are studied considering degradation levels 1, 2, and 3. Finally, the effects
of degradation on the ultimate shear strength of the elements, failure mode, and ductility
index of the elements are studied.
4.1 Load-Deformation Curve
Reinforced Concrete (RC) panels R1, R2, R3, and R4 are analyzed in this section under
six loading scenarios (pure shear, shear-biaxial tension, shear-biaxial compression, shear-
biaxial tension-compression, shear-uniaxial tension, and shear-uniaxial compression load-
ing) in four levels of radiation (zero radiation and radiation levels 1, 2 and 3 ). As can
be seen from Table 4.1, 288 elements are analyzed under different loading conditions with
different material and geometrical properties.
Hence, 288 element responses are obtained and should be stored. Shear stress and
strain values of each element are stored in a m× 2 matrix. The first column of the matrix
represents shear strain γxy and the second column represents shear stress vxy. Number of
rows m represents number of shear strain increments used to build a stress strain curve.
Stress and strain information of each element are stored in a matrix named after the
element’s variables. For example, element D2-UCR1-L104 represents the element exposed
to fast neutron radiation 2 × 1020n/cm2 (D2) under shear-uniaxial compression loading
(fx : fy : vxy equals to -1:0:4) with the reinforcement ratio equal to 0.9 % (R1). More
information about the Matlab code, which include all elements responses and comparisons,
is available in Appendix B.
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Table 4.1: Different elements analyzed in this study with respect









U (zero radiation) P R1 (ρ =0.9) L001 (0:0:1) 48
D1 (2× 1019) R2 (ρ =1.35) L002 (0:0:2)
D2 (2× 1020) R3 (ρ =1.88) L004 (0:0:4)
D3 (2× 1021) R4 (ρ =3)
U (zero radiation) BT R1 (ρ =0.9 ) L111(1:1:1) 144
D1 (2× 1019) BC R2 (ρ =1.35) L112(1:1:2)
D2 (2× 1020) BTC R3 (ρ =1.88) L114(1:1:4)
D3 (2× 1021) R4 (ρ =3)
U (zero radiation) UT R1 (ρ =1.35) L101(1:0:1) 96
D1 (2× 1019) UC R2 (ρ =1.35) L102(1:0:2)
D2 (2× 1020) R3 (ρ =1.88) L104(1:0:4)
D3 (2× 1021) R4 (ρ =3)
a P, BT, BC, BTC, UT, and UC represents pure shear, shear-biaxial
tension, shear-biaxial compression, shear-biaxial tension-compression,
shear-uniaxial tension, and shear-uniaxial compression loading
b The Number of elements are equal to multiplication of the number of
variables(48 elements 4× 1× 4× 3 are loaded under the pure shear
loading condition)
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Figure 4.1: Typical load deformation diagram for a membrane element
Figure 4.1 shows a typical stress-strain curve for an integrated point of one of the 64
elements studied in this thesis. Five important points of the curve are numerated from
cracking point to crushing point. These points separate five parts of an element response
that illustrate behavior of the RC panels under monotonic loading.
The first part starts from zero to the cracking point and is called precracking part,
where only concrete is responsible for shear. Crack will happen in concrete when tension
applied to the element becomes greater than tensile capacity of concrete. Cracking shear
stress is usually very small compared to the ultimate shear strength. Initial stage shear
modulus GI is the slope of the line between origin and cracking shear stress (point number
one).
The second part starts with a sharp decrease in the element response immediately
after cracking. This reduction is due to transferring shear stress from concrete to the
reinforcing steel. Reinforcing steel is added to the concrete members to avoid concrete
cracking failure. Hence, yielding of reinforcing steel can control member failure, which is
studied in the following parts of the curve. When steel becomes effective, third stage starts
with a gradual increase to the point where reinforcing steel yields. According to MCFT,
steel and concrete between cracks are responsible for shear stress in this stage [26].
The forth part is located between yielding point and ultimate point. Strain length of this
part represents ductility index of the elements. Ductility index of the elements is computed
by dividing ultimate strain to yield strain. The last part of the curve represents post
failure behavior of the elements. Generally, it is quite difficult and some times impossible
to measure this part of load deformation curves in experimentals, so it is mostly predicted
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by theories.
Figure 4.2: Comparison of element R3 (ρ = 3%) under shear and biaxial tension loading
in different levels of degradation
Three most affected characteristic of the load-deformation curves, which are cracking
shear stress Vcr, ultimate strength capacity Vu, and ductility index µu, are recognized by
comparing the results of the elements. Figure 4.2 is an example of comparing elements
U-BTR3-L114, D1-BTR3-L114, D2-BTR3-L114, and D3-BTR3-L114, which represent el-
ement R3 under shear-biaxial loading in different levels of degradation.
4.2 Ultimate strength Capacity Reduction
Ultimate strength capacity of a RC panel is the maximum shear stress that an element can
face before failure happens. Shear capacity of RC walls is affected by different variables.
Compressive strength, tensile strength, and reinforcement ratio are most well known pa-
rameters that affect the shear capacity of RC panels [62]. This thesis considers increasing
shear loading compared to axial loading as another factor that influence the shear capac-
ity. Shear-axial loading ratio is important for RC walls subjected to earthquake loading in
NPPs [26].
Here we study the effect of degradation on shear capacity of the RC panels, for each of
the four different reinforcement ratios. Moreover, the ultimate strength capacity reduction
of the elements with respect to degradation increase and increasing of shear-axial loading
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ratio is analyzed. In other words, three variables of reinforcement ratio ρ, loading scenario
vxy
fx
, and degradation levels (U, D1, D2, and D3) are considered.
Results of the elements subjected to shear-axial loading are represented in two cate-
gories. The categories are distinguished by having or not having tension loading. The first
group of analysis are the elements under shear-biaxial tension (BT), shear-biaxial tension-
compression (BTC), and shear-uniaxial tension (UT). The second group includes elements
under shear-biaxial and shear-uniaxial compression.
4.2.1 Elements Subjected to Tension
The general trend observed from the elements under BT, BTC, and UT loading show
that by increasing radiation deterioration, the shear capacity of the elements for highly
reinforced concrete, which has 3 % reinforcement ratio ρ, is decreased significantly. The
values in Table 4.2 show that elements with ρ = 3% are the most significantly affected
by different levels of degradation. In addition, low reinforced elements (ρ = 0.9%) is not
significantly affected by radiation.
As can be seen in Table 4.2, elements show same patterns under shear-biaxial tension,
shear-biaxial tension-compression and shear-uniaxial tension loading conditions. Figure 4.3
is an example of the shear strength reduction pattern of the elements under shear-biaxial
tension loading. As can be shown in Figure 4.3, the degradation level 3 affects the elements
with reinforcement ratio ρ above 1.88 %. The effect of the critical levels of radiation
(between 2× 1019 and 2× 1021) on the elements with the reinforcement ratio 0.9 % is not
significant. Elements R2, R3, and R4 show different amounts of strength reduction for
same levels of radiation described in Table 4.2. The element R4 with reinforcement ratio
3% is the most affected elements by high levels of radiation. The element R4 experience
52% ultimate strength reduction in degradation level 3 and 22% reduction in degradation
level 2. Ultimate strength capacity reduction is increased for elements with reinforcement
ratios between 1.35 and 1.88 by increasing loading ratio vxy
fx
. However, there is no change
in shear capacity reduction for the highly reinforced element (ρ = 3%) when the ratio of
shear to axial loading is increased.
The results are interpreted as follows: for each specific loading scenario in different
levels of degradation, Vu changes more significantly for elements with higher reinforcement
ratio. This kind of behavior can be explained by a curve obtained from experiments [62].
As shown in Figure 4.4, the relationship between ultimate strength capacity reduction and
compressive strength is changed by increasing reinforcement ratio. Studying dependency
of the elements with different reinforcement ratios to f
′
c show that our results follow the
same pattern. Significant reductions are for higher reinforcement ratios in all levels of




Table 4.2: Ultimate strength capacity reduction of elements R1, R2, R3, and R4 in different



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.3: Effect of reinforcement ratio and shear-biaxial tension loading ratio in different
levels of radiation (normalized)
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Figure 4.4: Ultimate shear stress changes with reinforcement ratio and compressive
strength[62]
As Figure 4.5 shows, ultimate strength capacity of low reinforced members are not
affected by low levels of degradation since f ′c is around 26 and 20 MPa for degradation
levels 1 and 2. In this range of f ′c, elements R1 and R2 still have a constant shear capacity,
which is not dependent on compressive strength value.
4.2.2 Elements Not Subjected to Tension
Shear capacity reduction of RC panels subjected to shear-biaxial and shear-uniaxial com-
pression are shown in Figures A.4 and A.3 available in Appendix A, respectively. As shown
in Table 4.3, maximum reduction values of 29 and 62 % are available for degradation levels
2 and 3, respectively. RC panels under uniaxial compression loading conditions show the
same pattern as the elements under shear-biaxial compression with the maximum reduction
values of 18 and 52 % on degradation levels 2 and 3, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Ultimate shear stress changes with reinforcement ratio and compressive
strength for the elements under biaxial tension loading with loading 1:1:2
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Table 4.3: Ultimate strength capacity reduction of elements R1, R2, R3, and R4 in different












































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.6: Shear strength variation when reinforcement increases in x and y directions[63]
4.3 Failure Mode Changes
Failure mode of RC panels subjected to pure shear loading can be divided into three areas
based on reinforcement ratio [63]. The first area is related to the elements with very low
amount of reinforcement in which cracking load is responsible for failure. When tension
becomes greater than the tensile strength of concrete, crack happens. Cracking shear
stress is the location when the crack starts propagating in the RC panels. The value of
Vcr of concrete is not affected by reinforcement ratio since it is more related to aggregate
interlock in concrete. Reinforcement becomes effective after cracking for controlling crack
propagation in the RC members. Magnitude of cracking shear stress of the elements is not
significant compared to that of the ultimate shear stress.
The second area covers a large interval of reinforcing steel ratio where yielding of steel




). The third area is for highly reinforced members that
experience concrete crushing because of shear. Figure 4.6 shows experimental results from
panels tested by Vecchio et al [63].
Failure mode of RC panels are changed from yielding steel to concrete crushing when
they are exposed to critical levels of radiation. In order to study the failure mode of
undegraded and degraded elements, the elements under pure shear loading are compared
in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.7 shows that slope of the curve decreases when level of degradation
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Table 4.4: Slope of the line
between different reinforce-
ment ratios
Degradation level m1a m2 m3
U 1 1 0.25
D1 1 0.93 0.21
D2 1 0.30 0.16
D3 0.19 0.12 0.08
a m1, m2, and m3 represent
slope of the line between
elements R1-R2, R2-R3, and
R3-R4 respectively.
increases. Yielding of steel governs failure of the elements as long as slope of the line in
Figure 4.7 is equal to one. Table 4.4 provides information on the change in the slope for
each level of degradation for different reinforcement ratio. Degradation level 3 changes
failure mode of all elements with reinforcement ratios between 0.9 and 3% considerably.
Degradation level 2 affects failure mode of elements with reinforcement ratios between 1.35
and 3 % significantly. Failure mode of elements with reinforcement ratio between 1.88 and
3 % is not affected significantly in degradation level 1 (2× 1019 fast neutron radiation).
It can be concluded that failure mode of elements with high reinforcement ratios (ρ =
3%) are more affected by lower levels of degradation than elements with lower reinforcement
ratios. In other words, less reinforcement ratio is required in high levels of degradation to
cause the element to be over-reinforced.
4.4 Ductility Index Reduction
Ductility is a factor that shows the capability of material, section, structural element, or
structural system to have large deformation before failure happens. There are two types
of ductility: material or structural ductility. Structural ductility can be categorized to
curvature, rotation, and deflection ductility. In this section, we discuss structural deflection
ductility.




). Members with low ductility index have brittle failure; so it is always
desirable for designer to control this factor by an appropriate limit. For example, val-
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Figure 4.7: Failure mode changes when reinforcement ratio increases in different levels of
degradation
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ues between 1.5 and 2.5 are suggested by Newmark [50]. Since the range suggested by
Newmark is not conservative enough for NPPs codes, Applied Technology Council(ATC)
recommends a ductility factor between 3 and 4 [19]. Factors influence structural ductility
in RC members are numerated bellow [46]:
1. Reinforcement ratio
2. Compressive strength
3. Compressive stress-strain relationship
4. Tensile stress-strain relationship
5. Ratio of axial load in combined loading
6. Geometry of the section
Effect of radiation on ductility index for elements with different reinforcement ratios
when shear loading increases is studied in this section. Yielding and ultimate points of the
analysis results are retrieved from the stress-strain curves to compute ductility index of
the elements. Figure 4.8 shows that the ductility index reduction is decreased significantly
by increasing the level of degradation for elements R1, R2, and R3. However,the rate of
reduction is decreased for element R4. The results coincide with the fact that there is
no yielding of steel before failure for highly reinforced elements; so ductility index of the
elements is actually the ultimate strain over a point close to ultimate. It makes the value
of ductility index of these elements around 1. However, it is not possible physically to have
ductility index around one and it is theoretically achieved by the theory.
Ductility reduction rate is decreased by increasing ratio vxy
fx
and there is no ductility
reduction for highly reinforced members by increasing the level of degradation when shear
loading is 2 or 4 times greater than the the axial loading.
Table 4.5 shows non-normalized values of the ductility index for elements R1, R2, R3,
and R4 in different levels of degradation. As shown in Table 4.5, the ductility index of the
elements decrease to the values below ATC range when degradation increases. Ductility
reduction reaches at the critical values below 3 when shear loading increases. Ductility
index values below allowable values are highlighted in Table 4.5.
Ductility of RC panels that are highly reinforced (ρ > 1.88) do not affected by radiation
since they have low ductility. Ductility of the elements with reinforcement ratio between
0.9 and 1.35 % reduced to the values below than allowable ductility of RC structures in
NPPs. It can be concluded that radiation may affects design considerations of ductility of
















































Table 4.5: Ductility index of elements R1, R2, R3, and R4 in different levels of degradation


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Conclusion and Further Research
Recommendations
5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis we investigated the behavior of Reinforced Concrete (RC) structures exposed
to the critical levels of radiation in Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs). An RC panel with
in-plane stresses was found to be the most representative scale element for RC structures
in NPPs. 288 RC panels were analyzed under pure shear and combination of shear-axial
loading conditions. RC panels were selected by choosing appropriate geometrical, material,
and loading properties in NPPs. The elements were analyzed with a nonlinear finite element
program Membrane-2000, developed in the University of Toronto based on the Modified
Compression Field Theory. We divided the elements responses into three categories:
1. RC panels subjected to pure shear loading (p)
2. The elements subjected to tension: RC panels subjected to shear-biaxial tension
(BT), shear-biaxial tension-compression (BTC), and shear-uniaxial tension(UT) load-
ing conditions
3. The elements not subjected to tension: RC panels subjected to shear-biaxial com-
pression (BC) and shear-uniaxial compression (UC) loading conditions
We analyzed three significant effects of radiation on RC panels in this study: ultimate
strength capacity reduction, changing failure mode from yielding steel to concrete crushing,
and ductility reduction. Ultimate strength reduction was calculated for the elements in
categories 2 and 3. Failure modes of the 48 RC panels under pure shear loading, which were
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in category 1, were analyzed. We also reviewed the ductility reduction of the elements in
the category 2. The following conclusions have been made regarding the effects of critical
levels of radiation on RC structures in NPPs:
• Ultimate strength capacity reduction for the elements subjected to tension:
– The low reinforced elements (ρ = 0.9%) were not affected by the critical levels
of radiation between 2× 1019 and 2× 1021.
– Shear strength capacity reduction of RC the panels was increased by increasing
reinforcement ratio from 1.35 % to 3 %.
– Ultimate strength capacity was reduced by 51 %, which is significant, for highly
reinforced concrete elements (ρ > 1.88%) when radiation was equal to 2× 1021
– Elements with reinforcement ratio of 1.35 % had ultimate strength reduction
values from 11 % to 22 % by radiation degradation when shear-axial loading
ratio Vxy
fx
had values from 2 to 4.
– Ultimate strength reduction values of the elements with reinforcement ratios of
1.88 and 3 % did not change when the loading ratio Vxy
fx
varied from 1 to 4.
• Ultimate strength capacity reduction for the elements not subjected to tension:
– Ultimate strength capacity of the elements with reinforcement ratio between
0.9 and 3 % were noticeably reduced by 29% when radiation was equal to 2 ×
1020n/cm2
– The elements with reinforcement ratio between 0.9 and 3 % were significantly
affected in radiation 2×1021n/cm2 by 62 % ultimate strength capacity reduction.
– The elements under uniaxial compression had strength reduction values of half
the values for the elements under biaxial compression loading conditions.
• Failure mode changing from yielding steel to concrete crushing:
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– When radiation was equal to 2 × 1021n/cm2, failure modes of the RC panels
with reinforcement ratio from 0.9 to 1.88% was changed from yielding steel to
concrete crushing.
– For the elements with reinforcement ratios between 1.35 and 1.88 % that were
exposed to radiation more than 2×1020n/cm2, failure was governed by concrete
crushing instead of steel yielding.
• Ductility reduction of elements subjected to tension:
– Ductility index reduced significantly by increasing level of degradation for the
elements with reinforcement ratios of 0.9, 1.35, and 1.88 %.
– By increasing the level of radiation, ductility of the RC panels reduced to the
values bellow the allowable ductility of RC structures in NPPs, which was equal
to 3 based on Applied Technology Council criteria.
– The rate of ductility reduction decreased by increasing shear-axial loading ratio.
5.2 Further Research Recommendations
Additional opportunities for future studies are listed bellow:
• There are a number of loading conditions assumed in this study that could change
for further research. One of the most important of them is having plane stresses
for the element. This assumption comes from the fact that concrete cylindrical
shell containments with vessel diameter 10 times greater than vessel thickness do
not require triaxial stress state. However, this might not be the case for biological
shields, whose diameter is smaller than containment structures. Hence, radial shear
stresses can be added to the stress term to have a result closer to the actual situation
in NPPs.
• It was assumed in this study that the reinforcement ratios in x and y directions have
equal values. However, the elements from the locations close to the basement of the
RC walls in NPPs have different reinforcement ratios in x and y directions. The RC
panels from parts of the building with discontinuity in shear and moment may be
considered with different values for ρx and ρy.
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• As mentioned in Section 2.5.2, the critical levels of fast neutron radiation may de-
teriorate chemical process in the RC panels. The effect of fast neutron radiation on
chemical process of concrete can be studied for further research.
• Degraded elements, which are analyzed in this study, are deteriorated only by radi-
ation. Since radiation and temperature deteriorate concrete at the same time, the
combined effect of radiation and temperature on shear capacity of the RC panels can
be studied in the future.
• The radiation fluence that is considered in this research is only from fast neutron
fluxes. As mentioned in literature, certain levels of gamma radiation also may de-
teriorate concrete significantly. The effects of gamma radiation combined with the
effects of critical fast neutron radiation levels on the RC panels in NPPs can be the































































Figure A.1: Effect of reinforcement ratio and shear-biaxial tension-compression loading

























































Figure A.2: Effect of reinforcement ratio and shear-uniaxial tension loading ratio in differ-

























































Figure A.3: Effect of reinforcement ratio and shear-uniaxial compression loading ratio in

























































Figure A.4: Effect of reinforcement ratio and shear-biaxial compression loading ratio in











































Figure A.5: Ductility reduction of the elements subjected to shear-biaxial tension-




















































%------------Responses of Elements Subjected to P-BT-BTC-------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
MuTT = zeros (4,28);
VcrTT = zeros (4,28);











for cc = 1:112
        switch cc
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%--------------------------------------  Element R1------------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
        case 1
            DR=U_PR1_L001;
        case 2
            DR=D11_PR1_L001;
        case 3
            DR=D22_PR1_L001;
        case 4
            DR=D33_PR1_L001;
 %-------------------------------Tension Loading-R1------------------
        case 5
            DR=U_BTR1_L111;
        case 6
            DR=D11_BTR1_L111;
        case 7
            DR=D22_BTR1_L111;
        case 8
            DR=D33_BTR1_L111;
        case 9
            DR=U_BTR1_L112;
        case 10
            DR=D11_BTR1_L112;
        case 11
            DR=D22_BTR1_L112;
        case 12
            DR=D33_BTR1_L112;
        case 13
            DR=U_BTR1_L114;
        case 14
            DR=D11_BTR1_L114;
        case 15
            DR=D22_BTR1_L114;
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        case 16
            DR=D33_BTR1_L114;
            %--------------------------------Compression Loading--R1------------------
          case 17
            DR=U_BCR1_L111;
          case 18
            DR=D11_BCR1_L111;
          case 19
            DR=D22_BCR1_L111;
          case 20
            DR=D33_BCR1_L111;
          case 21
            DR=U_BCR1_L112;
          case 22
            DR=D11_BCR1_L112;
          case 23
            DR=D22_BCR1_L112;
          case 24
            DR=D33_BCR1_L112;
          case 25
            DR=U_BCR1_L114;
          case 26
            DR=D11_BCR1_L114;
          case 27
            DR=D22_BCR1_L114;
          case 28
            DR=D33_BCR1_L114;
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%--------------------------------------  Element R2------------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
          case 29
            DR=U_PR2_L001;
          case 30
            DR=D11_PR2_L001;
          case 31
            DR=D22_PR2_L001;
          case 32
            DR=D33_PR2_L001;
 %-------------------------------Tension Loading--R2------------------
          case 33
            DR=U_BTR2_L111;
          case 34
            DR=D11_BTR2_L111;
          case 35
            DR=D22_BTR2_L111;
          case 36
            DR=D33_BTR2_L111;
          case 37
            DR=U_BTR2_L112;
          case 38
            DR=D11_BTR2_L112;
          case 39
            DR=D22_BTR2_L112;
          case 40
            DR=D33_BTR2_L112;
          case 41
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            DR=U_BTR2_L114;
        case 42
            DR=D11_BTR2_L114;
        case 43
            DR=D22_BTR2_L114;
        case 44
            DR=D33_BTR2_L114;
        %----------------------------Compression Loading--R2-----------
        case 45
            DR=U_BCR2_L111;
        case 46
            DR=D11_BCR2_L111;
        case 47
            DR=D22_BCR2_L111;
        case 48
            DR=D33_BCR2_L111;
        case 49
            DR=U_BCR2_L112;
        case 50
            DR=D11_BCR2_L112;
        case 51
            DR=D22_BCR2_L112;
        case 52
            DR=D33_BCR2_L112;
        case 53
            DR=U_BCR2_L114;
        case 54
            DR=D11_BCR2_L114;
        case 55
            DR=D22_BCR2_L114;
        case 56
            DR=D33_BCR2_L114;
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%--------------------------------------  Element R3------------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
        case 57
            DR=U_PR3_L001;
        case 58
            DR=D11_PR3_L001;
        case 59
            DR=D22_PR3_L001;
        case 60
            DR=D33_PR3_L001;
 %-------------------------------Tension Loading----------------------
        case 61
            DR=U_BTR3_L111;
        case 62
            DR=D11_BTR3_L111;
        case 63
            DR=D22_BTR3_L111;
        case 64
            DR=D33_BTR3_L111;
        case 65
            DR=U_BTR3_L112;
        case 66
            DR=D11_BTR3_L112;
        case 67
            DR=D22_BTR3_L112;
        case 68
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            DR=D33_BTR3_L112;
        case 69
            DR=U_BTR3_L114;
        case 70
            DR=D11_BTR3_L114;
        case 71
            DR=D22_BTR3_L114;
        case 72
            DR=D33_BTR3_L114;
      %-----------------------------Compression Loading--R3------------------
        case 73
            DR=U_BCR3_L111;
        case 74
            DR=D11_BCR3_L111;
        case 75
            DR=D22_BCR3_L111;
        case 76
            DR=D33_BCR3_L111;
        case 77
            DR=U_BCR3_L112;
        case 78
            DR=D11_BCR3_L112;
        case 79
            DR=D22_BCR3_L112;
        case 80
            DR=D33_BCR3_L112;
        case 81
            DR=U_BCR3_L114;
        case 82
            DR=D11_BCR3_L114;
        case 83
            DR=D22_BCR3_L114;
        case 84
            DR=D33_BCR3_L114;
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%-------------------------------  Element R4------------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
        case 85
            DR=U_PR4_L001;
        case 86
            DR=D11_PR4_L001;
        case 87
            DR=D22_PR4_L001;
        case 88
            DR=D33_PR4_L001;
 %-------------------------------Tension Loading--R4-----------------
        case 89
            DR=U_BTR4_L111;
        case 90
            DR=D11_BTR4_L111;
        case 91
            DR=D22_BTR4_L111;
        case 92
            DR=D33_BTR4_L111;
        case 93
            DR=U_BTR4_L112;
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        case 94
            DR=D11_BTR4_L112;
        case 95
            DR=D22_BTR4_L112;
        case 96
            DR=D33_BTR4_L112;
        case 97
            DR=U_BTR4_L114;
        case 98
            DR=D11_BTR4_L114;
        case 99
            DR=D22_BTR4_L114;
        case 100
            DR=D33_BTR4_L114;
   %--------------------------------Compression Loading--R4-------------------
        case 101
            DR=U_BCR4_L111;
        case 102
            DR=D11_BCR4_L111;
        case 103
            DR=D22_BCR4_L111;
        case 104
            DR=D33_BCR4_L111;
        case 105
            DR=U_BCR4_L112;
        case 106
            DR=D11_BCR4_L112;
        case 107
            DR=D22_BCR4_L112;
        case 108
            DR=D33_BCR4_L112;
        case 109
            DR=U_BCR4_L114;
        case 110
            DR=D11_BCR4_L114;
        case 111
            DR=D22_BCR4_L114;
        case 112
            DR=D33_BCR4_L114;
    end
m = size(DR);
for n = (1:m(:,1))
    if DR(n+1,2)< DR(n,2)
        P1 = n;
        e1 = DR(n,1);
        s1 = DR(n,2);
        break;




for n = (P1+1:m(:,1))
    if (n==m(:,1))
        strange=1;
        break
    end
    if DR(n+1,2)> DR(n,2)
        P2 = n;
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        e2 = DR(n,1);
        s2 = DR(n,2);
        break;
    end
end
if (strange)
    e2 = e1;
    s2 = s1;
    P2 = P1;
    e3 = DR(m(:,1),1);
    s3 = DR(m(:,1),2);
    e4 = e3;
    s4 = s3;
    for n=10:P2
        slope1 = (DR(n+1,2)- DR(n,2))/(DR(n+1,1)- DR(n,1));
        slope2 = (DR(n+2,2)- DR(n+1,2))/(DR(n+2,1)- DR(n+1,1));
        if (slope2/slope1<0.7)
          P1= n;
          e1= DR(n,1);
          s1= DR(n,2);
          break;
        end
    end
else
    t = 0;
    for n = (P2+1:m(:,1))
        slope1 = (DR(n+1,2)- DR(n,2))/(DR(n+1,1)- DR(n,1));
       if slope1 > .2
           t = 1;
       end
       if slope1 < .1 && t == 1
            P3 = n;
            e3 = DR(n,1);
            s3 = DR(n,2);
            break;
       end
    end
    e4 = DR(m(:,1),1);
    s4 = DR(m(:,1),2);
    for n = (P3+1:m(:,1)-2)
        slope1 = (DR(n+1,2)- DR(n,2))/(DR(n+1,1)- DR(n,1));
        slope2 = (DR(n+2,2)- DR(n+1,2))/(DR(n+2,1)- DR(n+1,1));
       if slope1 <-.05 && slope2 <-.05
            P4 = n;
            e4 = DR(n,1);
            s4 = DR(n,2);
            break;
       end

































if e3 == e5
    Mu = e2/e1;
else









%-----------------------Normalized Strength Reduction ---------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
 VuTT_R1_BT123 = [VuTT(:,2) VuTT(:,3) VuTT(:,4)];
 VuTT_R2_BT123 = [VuTT(:,9) VuTT(:,10) VuTT(:,11)];
 VuTT_R3_BT123 = [VuTT(:,16) VuTT(:,17) VuTT(:,18)];
 VuTT_R4_BT123 = [VuTT(:,23) VuTT(:,24) VuTT(:,25)];






title('Shear-Biaxial Tension Loading ','fontsize',15)
ylabel('$$\mathbf{\frac{v_u}{v_{max}}} \hspace{1.5cm}$$','fontsize',15,'interpreter','latex','rotation',0)
legend( 'U','D1','D2','D3',4)
axis([1 4 0 1])
set(gca,'xtick',x,'fontsize',15)
























































x = [0.009 .0135 .0188 .03].*(414);
VuTT_P = [VuTT(:,1) VuTT(:,8) VuTT(:,15) VuTT(:,22)];






UU = [(U(:,2)-U(:,1))./(U(:,1)) (U(:,3)-U(:,2))./(U(:,2)) (U(:,4)-U(:,3))./(U(:,3))].*100;
D11 = [(D1(:,2)-D1(:,1))./(D1(:,1)) (D1(:,3)-D1(:,2))./(D1(:,2)) (D1(:,4)-D1(:,3))./(D1(:,3))].*100;
D22 = [(D2(:,2)-D2(:,1))./(D2(:,1)) (D2(:,3)-D2(:,2))./(D2(:,2)) (D2(:,4)-D2(:,3))./(D2(:,3))].*100;






text(.15,.3, ' Steel yields','fontsize',20)
text(.25,.35, ' Concrete crushes','fontsize',20)











m1 = (yyt(:,2) - yyt(:,1))./(xx(:,2)-xx(:,1));
m2 = (yyt(:,3) - yyt(:,2))./(xx(:,3)-xx(:,2));
m3 = (yyt(:,4) - yyt(:,3))./(xx(:,4)-xx(:,3));
m = [m1 m2 m3];
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